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December 27, 2016

Alaska Board of Fisheries,
I am writing this letter in support of the proposals 51-56 concerning the Cape lgvak Fisheries. I
have been a life-long fisherman in the Chignik management area and a year round resident. I
have seen a great decrease in the amount of Chignik bound sockeye returning and being
harvested here in Chignik since the allocations were increased to benefit Kodiak due to
hardships many years ago. Now the times have reversed and Chignik is suffering from financial
hardships.
1.

Twenty years ago my family and I would fish until the middle of September but due to
amount of fish needed for escapement we are lucky to fish until the middle of August.

2. Chignik Fisherman sacrificed and worked hard to get their escapement built up only to
have lgvak fisherman take a percentage of our fish. Sometimes our escapement goals
are not even met before lgvak is opened.
3. The lack of harvest has cost the Chignik Fisherman a shore plant here in Chignik.
4. lgvak targets the peak run which makes the Chignik Fisherman scratch to try to make
ends meet.
5. It is difficult to remain in Chignik year-round because the lack of fish also causes the City
to have financial problems and unable to employee workers during the winter.
6. I am also constantly worried about enough children in the City for school. I shouldn't
have to move so my children can get education.
7. Kodiak has many salmon stocks and systems were here in Chignik we have only one
system to support the Fisherman.
The loss of some percentage of the lgvak fisheries would not be significant loss for Kodiak
Fisherman where as it would be a benefit for the Chignik management area so there would not
be so many financial hardships to the fisherman and the City residents.

Sincerely,
~

/

~

A ( .,

Billy Anderson
F/V Alaska Rose

~
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Attn: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811

Dec. 23, 2016

RE: Opposition to Proposals 51 through 56
Dear Chainman Jensen and Board Members,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide written comments on proposed changes to the Cape Igvak
Management Plan. My name is Brad Marden and I am owner and operator of a Kodiak seine operation.
I have been commercial fishing in Alaska since 2004 and I have been running my own seiner since 2012.
My boat is based in Larsen Bay during the summers and in Homer during the winters. I take pride in
hiring local deckhands, in employing local labor for boat improvements, and in purchasing from local
marine venders. In general, I support biologically-grounded management, and I prioritize biologically
sustainability over allocation and efficiency arguments. I understand that the Board of Fish is continually
tasked with making decisions that blend biological, social, and economic factors, but I feel it is important
to identify that the primary objective with these proposed changes is allocative.
Proposals 51 through 56 are allocative in nature, and they seek to significantly alter one of the oldest
fishery management plans in the state without reasonable justification. The proposals are a push from
Chignik permit holders to deny Kodiak permit holders access to an area where Kodiak fishermen have
had clear historical precedent since well before the advent of limited entry. Since 1978, Chignik seine
boats have averaged over 37% more earnings than Kodiak seiners over a much shorter fishing season,
and Chignik permits are consistently severalfold more valuable. There is simply no financial, managerial,
or biological justification for Proposals 51 through 56.
Proposals 51, 55, and 56 attempt to make the case that Kodiak fishermen should cede fishing access
around Cape Igvak because Chignik fishermen have suffered undue and disproportionate hardship.
Average vessel gross and permit values directly refute this (see above), and Chignik permit holders
reside in communities of all size- some live year-round in Chignik, but many also live on the road system,
or in big cities, or out of state. Loss of economic opportunity in small Alaskan villages is a valid concern,
but Chignik is not unique with this concern. Proposal 52 seeks to mandate the reporting of harvest
and/or vessels in and out of Igvak, but we are already obliged to accurately report time and location of
harvest on our fish tickets. The insinuation that Kodiak fishermen might travel across the Shelikof with
intent to misrepresent a catch is unfounded, illogical, and insulting. Proposal 53 is an allocative plea
veiled behind a thin veneer of insufficient biology concerning salmon run timing. It seeks to further
restrict early season opportunities in the Cape Igvak region, but fails to provide a management plan for
the Cape Igvak district post-July 9. It should be noted that while Cape Igvak is a traditional intercept
fishery, many of the Chignik fishermen also benefit from opportunistic intercept of traveling (nonChignik-bound) fish. There is strong historical precedent for intercept fishing from both Chignik and
Kodiak fishermen throughout June and July, but this does not necessitate an overhaul of the Cape Igvak
Management Plan. Proposal 54 seeks to exclude Cape Igvak harvests in the calculation of the 15%
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Chignik-bound allocation granted to Kodiak fishermen, but this would be inconsistent with state
biologists’ initial good logic.
The average Kodiak fleet harvest since 1978 has been 12% of the Chignik area sockeye harvest. This is
only 80% of the allocation, indicating effective management, if anything conservatively erring to the side
of Chignik fishermen. I believe the long-standing Cape Igvak Management Plan, based on historical
fishing practices for mainland sockeye, is biologically sustainable and is an equitable compromise
between Chignik and Kodiak seiners, and should remain unchanged at this time.
Thank you for your service and for reading my comments.
Sincerely,
Brad Marden
Kodiak salmon seine permit holder and active fisherman
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a][`_VY[Wu[\^W_`[abcYXd]v[w[d_xY[UYY`[uYW`W`t[W`[yrZW_y[uW`bY[w[z_u[W`[t^_ZY[ubdrrq{[_`Z[w[|q_`[Xr[br`XW`TY[uYW`W`t[pr^[XdY[^YV_W`ZY^[rp
V][qWpYv[w[_V[uX^r`tq][r||ruYZ[Xr[XdY[b^Y_XWr`[rp[_[V_`Z_Xr^][brVVY^bW_q[V_^yY^[_X[XdY[_]_yTqWy[^WxY^[VrTXdv[oqq[XdY[yW`tu[_^Y[^YqY_uYZ[Xr
XdY[rbY_`{[zdWbd[Wu[xY^][Y_u][Xr[Zr[zWXd[_[uYW`Y[r|Y^_XWr`v[Sr[w[Zr`}X[uYY[XdWu[_VY`ZVY`X[bd_`tW`t[XdY[`TVUY^[rp[yW`tu[^YXT^`W`t[Xr[XdY
^WxY^[_X[_qqv['dY[`TVUY^[rp[pWud[Y`XY^W`t[XdY[^WxY^[Wu[_qur[Vr`WXr^YZ[xY^][bqruYq][U][pWud[_`Z[t_VY[_`Z[pWud[_`Z[t_VY[V_`_tYu[XdY[_^Y_u
r|Y`YZ[_bbr^ZW`tq]v[(qruW`t[XdWu[_^Y_[|Y^V_`Y`Xq][zrTqZ[^YZTbY[XdY[_UWqWX][rp[uXr||W`t[rxY^[Yub_|W`t[zdWbd[brTqZ[d_^V[XdY[yW`t[uXrbyu
YxY`[Vr^Yv[SrVY[]Y_^u[XdY^Y[_^Y[_[qrX[rp[|W`y[u_qVr`[_`Z[urbyY]Y{[zdWbd[V_yYu[rxY^Yub_|VY`X[_[^Y_q[|ruuWUWqWX]v[ouWZY[p^rV[XdY[p_bX
Xd_X[_]_yTqWy[^WxY^[VrTXd[Wu[_[X^_ZWXWr`_q[pWudW`t[t^rT`Zu[Xd_X[d_u[UYY`[pWudYZ[pr^[tY`Y^_XWr`u[WX[Wu[r`Y[rp[V][p_xr^WXY[|q_bYu[Xr[pWud[r`[XdY
Wuq_`Zv[w[Zr`}X[UYqWYxY[XdWu[_VY`ZVY`X[zrTqZ[bd_`tY[XdY[`TVUY^[rp[yW`tu[^YXT^`W`tv[srz[yW`t[u_qVr`[^YXT^`[Wu[uX_XY[zWZYv[oqq[XdWu[ZrYu[Wu
qWVWX[XdY[|ruuWUWqWXWYu[pr^[XdY[u_qVr`[uYW`Y^[pqYYX[Xr[V_yY[_[qWxW`tv
ou[p_^[_u[XdY[wtx_y[|^r|ru_qu[tr[XdY[X^_ZWXWr`_q[^YtTq_XWr`u[d_xY[UYY`[W`[|q_bY[pr^[V_`][]Y_^u[_`Z[UrXd[pqYYXu[)bdWt`r`[_`Z[yrZW_y*[d_xY
d_Z[XdYW^[T|u[_`Z[Zrz`uv[w}V[_t_W`uX[bd_`tYu[Xr[^YuX^WbXW`t[XdY[r||r^XT`WXWYu[Xr[XdY[yrZW_y[pqYYXv[cdWbd[Wu[VTbd[q_^tY^[_`Z[d_Z[_[xY^][|rr^
]Y_^[XdWu[q_uX[]Y_^v[o`][_VY`ZVY`X[qWVWXu[XdY[bd_`bY[pr^[V_yW`t[_[qWxW`t[rpp[u_qVr`[uYW`t[zdWbd[Wu[zd_X[V][p_VWq][_`Z[w[Zrv[w[dr|Y[Xr[UY
_UqY[Xr[pWud[_qq[X^_ZWXWr`_q[pWudW`t[t^rT`Z[zWXd[_`rXdY^[tY^_XWr`[_u[w[ZWZ[zWXd[V][p_XdY^v['dWu[Wu[_[X^_ZWXWr`_q[pWudY^][Xd_X[p_VWq]}u[d_xY[Zr`Y[pr^
]Y_^u[WX[udrTqZ[uX_][Xd_X[z_]v
[
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[
Rxj[cYYb.WXWb`[Xb[p^bYb._o.[ud[Xq^bT,q[ui
_[_YY^Y*W_XY[XqY[bYYb^XT`WX][Xb[*bVVY`X[b`[Y^bYb.YZ[*q_`,Y.-[[_[_V[\^]_`[ab^`[_[XqW^Z[,Y`Y^_XWb`[._oVb`[.YW`Y[nW.qY^V_`[W`[SbZW_)-[[_
q_yY[UYY`[^T``W`,[Ub_X.[W`[SbZW_)[nb^[di[]Y_^.`[_[q_yY[nW.qYZ[nb^[._oVb`T[qY^^W`,T[*bZ[_`Z[X_``Y^[*^_U-[[m][,^_`Zn_XqY^[nW.qYZ[W`[XqY[X_YY
_,y_)[.Y*XWb``[W`[n_*X[Y^Wb^[Xb[_^Y_[^Y,W.X^_XWb`[qY[nW.qYZ[Xbb)[_`oYXT[SbZW_)[_`Z[XqW,`W)-[[_[UYoWYyY[qW.[nW`_o[X^WY[Xb[_,y_)[a_.[W`[dsis-[[m]
n_XqY^b.[nW^.X[nW.qW`,[X^WY[Xb[_,y_)[a_.[ks[]Y_^.[_,b-[[_[q_yY[UYY`[nW.qW`,[XqY[X_YY[_,y_)[.Y*XWb`[V][Y`XW^Y[nW.qW`,[*_^YY^XqW,`W)[nW.qY^VY`[_^Y[*o_WVW`,[SbZW_)[q_.[VToXWYoY[nW.qY^WY.[W`[aqW*q[nW.qY^VY`[*_`[Y`,_,Y[W`-[[XqW,`W)[nW.qY^VY`[q_yY[_oo[XqY[._VY
bYYb^XT`WX][Xq_X[_[_.[_[nW.qY^VY`[q_yY[oWyW`,[W`[SbZW_)-[[UqY][V_][`bX[q_yY[_[ZW^Y*X[ob*_o[qY^^W`,[nW.qY^]T[UTX[V_`][q_yY[nW.qYZ[qY^^W`,[W`[XqY
Y_.X[W`*oTZW`,[W`[SbZW_)-[[cWXq[XqY[*T^^Y`X[.X_XY[bn[XqY[qY^^W`,[V_^)YX[_`Z[UWbV_..[_[q_yY[`bX[nW.qYZ[SbZW_)[qY^^W`,[nb^[v[]Y_^.[_`Z[q_yY
`bX[UYY`[Xb[Ub,W_)[qY^^W`,[nW.qW`,[W`[XqY[._VY[_VbT`X[bn[XWVY-[[lX[XqY[XWVY[bn[XqY.Y[VYYXW`,[UbXq[XqW,`W)[_`Z[SbZW_)[nW.qY^VY`[.qbToZ[UY
Y^YY_^W`,[nb^[XqY[TY*bVW`,[X_``Y^[.Y_.b``[qbaYyY^[XqW.[W.[XqY[kXq[*b`.Y*TXWyY[]Y_^[Xq_X[aY[aWoo[`bX[q_yY[_[.Y_.b`[ZTY[Xb[oba[*^_U
`TVUY^.-[[cWXq[UbXq[qY^^W`,[_`Z[X_``Y^.[`bX[UYW`,[_[*T^^Y`X[bYXWb`[nb^[VYT[qY^^W`,[nb^[Y*b`bVW*[^Y_.b`.[_`Z[X_``Y^.[UY*_T.Y[bn[oba
`TVUY^.[V][bYYb^XT`WXWY.[q_yY[UYY`[W`.X_`Xo][*TX[W`[q_on-[[UqW.[oY_yY.[VY[aWXq[WYZY^_o[p_^_ooYoT[rnW.qW`,[W`.WZY[v[VWoY.[_.[_[Zb[`bX[q_yY[_
[^bT`Z[nW.q[ddp-tT[_`Z[SX_XY[YbX[*bZ[_`Z[._oVb`-[Wb^[_[yY..Yo[V][.WeYT[rueb\dgb[nWUY^,o_..[.YW`Y^t[YbX[*bZ[W.[_[yY^][oba[V_^,W`[nW.qY^]-[_`
_ZZWXWb`[Xb[qW,q[,Y_^T[U_WXT[_`Z[nTYo[Y^W*Y.T[aY_XqY^[_`Z[XqY[.V_oo[.WeY[bn[V][yY..Yo[.YyY^Yo][^Y.X^W*X.[V][_UWoWX][Xb[*bVYYXY[aWXq[XqY
Y^YZbVW`_XYo][o_^,Y^[YbX[*bZ[Ub_X.[ZT^W`,[XqY[WYZY^_o[.Y_.b`-[_X[W.[`bX[_[qT,Y[Vb`Y][V_)Y^[nb^[VY[_`Z[V][*^Ya-[[UqY.Y[_^Y[_o.b
bYYb^XT`WXWY.[_y_Wo_UoY[Xb[XqW,`W)[nW.qY^VY``[XqY^Y[_^Y[_[`TVUY^[bn[SbZW_)[nW.qY^VY`[Xq_X[nW.q[*bZ[W`[XqW,`W)[a_XY^.[^_XqY^[Xq_`[SbZW_)
a_XY^.-[[UqY^Y[_^Y[_o.b[_[`TVUY^[bn[XqW,`W)[._oVb`[nW.qY^VY`[Xq_X[q_yY[Y^YyWbT.o][UYY`[SbZW_)[._oVb`[nW.qY^VY`-[[UqY.Y[nW.qY^VY`[aqb
oWyY[W`[SbZW_)[_`Z[abVY^[YX*-T[q_yY[*qb.Y`[Xb[nW.q[_a_][n^bV[qbVY[W`[XqW,`W)[a_XY^.-[[UqY[V_fb^WX][bn[XqW,`W)[._oVb`[nW.qY^VY`[Zb[`bX
^Y.WZY[W`[XqW,`W)[XqY[Y`XW^Y[]Y_^[_`Z[Zb[`bX[Y_^XW*WY_XY[W`[XqYW^[bXqY^[nW.qW`,[bYYb^XT`WXWY.-[[cyY^[XqY[]Y_^.[aY[q_yY[.YY`[XqW,`W)[._oVb`
.YW`Y^.[*bVY[nW.q[W`[SbZW_)[nb^[._oVb`T[qbaYyY^[XqY][^_^Yo][o_.X[ob`,Y^[Xq_`[_[]Y_^[UYnb^Y[XqY][_^Y[^W,qX[U_*)[Xb[XqW,`W)[XqY[nboobaW`,
.Y_.b`-[[_n[nW.qW`,[SbZW_)[S_oVb`T[rX_YY[_,y_)[S_oVb`[m_`_,YVY`Xt[Yo_`[a_.[.b[ZYX^WVY`X_o[Xb[XqW,`W)[._oVb`[nW.qY^][aq][abToZ`bX
._oVb`[nW.qY^VY`[n^bV[XqW,`W)[*b`XW`TY[Xb[nW.q[SbZW_)g
\Ynb^Y[oWVWXYZ[Y`X^][SbZW_)[nW.qY^VY`[ZYyYobYYZ[XqY[X_YY[_,y_)[*bVVY^*W_o[._oVb`[nW.qY^][_.[_`[WVYb^X_`X[*bVYb`Y`X[Xb[XqYW^[nW.qY^WY.UqY[X_YY[_,y_)[nW.qY^][*b`XW`TYZ[Xb[ZYyYobY[_`Z[Y\Y_`Z[aqY`[nW.qY^VY`[aY^Y[oWVWXYZ[Xb[_[.W`,oY[^Y,W.X^_XWb`[_^Y_-[_`[dsg^T[XqY[\b_^Z[bn
WW.qY^WY.[Y.X_UoW.qYZ[XqY[X_YY[_,y_)[m_`_,YVY`X[po_`T[aqW*q[U_o_`*YZ[YhTWX][UYXaYY`[SbZW_)[_`Z[XqW,`W)[nW.qY^VY`[U][oWVWXW`,
SbZW_)b.[X_YY[_,y_)[*_X*qY.[Xb[_YY^b_*q[_.[`Y_^[_.[Yb..WUoY[dui[bn[XqY[XbX_o[XqW,`W)[_^Y_[.b*)Y]Y[._oVb`[*_X*q-[_X[_o.b[W`.T^YZ[Xq_X
XqW,`W)[_^Y_[nW.qY^VY`[q_yY[_[X_^,YXYZ[q_^yY.X[bn[_[VW`WVTV[bn[ihhThhh[.b*)Y]Y[._oVb`[UYnb^Y[XqY[X_YY[_,y_)[nW.qY^][bYY`.UqY[viw]Y_^[_yY^_,Y[_oob*_XWb`[bn[SbZW_)[nW.qY^VY`[T`ZY^[XqY[X_YY[_,y_)[m_`_,YVY`X[po_`[q_.[UYY`[dei[bn[XqY[XbX_o[XqW,`W)[_^Y_
.b*)Y]Y[._oVb`[*_X*q[_`Z[XqY[*_X*q[bn[.b*)Y]Y[U][SbZW_)[nW.qY^VY`[_X[X_YY[_,y_)[q_.[UYY`[oY..[Xq_`[XqY[dui[_oob*_XWb`[W`[eg[bn[XqY[vi
]Y_^.[XqY[Yo_`[q_.[UYY`[W`[Yo_*Y-[UqY[XqW,`W)[UWbob,W*_o[Y.*_YYVY`X[,b_o.[q_yY[UYY`[VYX[Xq^bT,qbTX[XqY[XWVY[Xq_X[XqY[Yo_`[q_.[UYY`[W`
Yo_*Y[_`Z[XqY^Ynb^Y[XqY[Yo_`[ZbY.[`bX[Xq^Y_XY`[XqW,`W)[_^Y_[UWbob,W*_o[Y.*_YYVY`X[,b_o.-[UqY[*q_^_*XY^W.XW*.[_`Z[`TVUY^[bn[Y_^XW*WY_`X.
W`[XqY[nW.qY^][q_.[`bX[*q_`,YZ[_`Z[nT^XqY^Vb^Y[XqW,`W)[nW.qY^VY`[*b`XW`TY[Xb[q_yY[o_^,Y^[_yY^_,Y[._oVb`[nW.qW`,[Y_^`W`,.[Xq_`[SbZW_)
nW.qY^VY`[W`[_ZZWXWb`[Xb[.TU.X_`XW_oo][qW,qY^[YY^VWX[y_oTY.-[WW.qY^VY`[n^bV[SbZW_)b.[yWoo_,Y[*bVVT`WXWY.[_^Y[ZYYY`ZY`X[b`[XqY[X_YY
_,y_)[nW.qY^][_`Z[_[n_^[o_^,Y^[YY^*Y`X_,Y[bn[SbZW_)[._oVb`[YY^VWX[qboZY^.[^Y.WZY[W`[XqY[SbZW_)[_^Y_[_`Z[lo_.)_[Xq_`[Zb[XqW,`W)[_^Y_

._oVb`[YY^VWX[qboZY^.-[d_.Xo]T[XqY^Y[_^Y[`b[UWbob,W*_oT[Y*b`bVW*[b^[^Y,To_Xb^][*q_`,Y.[W`[*W^*TV.X_`*Y.[Xq_X[abToZ[fT.XWn][*q_`,Y.[Xb[XqY
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Wallace W. Hinderer

P.0.13
Chignik, Alaska 99564

Alaska Board of Fisheries Kodiak Finfish Meeting, January 10-13,2017

December 25, 2016

Board members:
I am a member of the Chignik Alaska city council. I have been authorized to represent the city council at
this meeting. I am here with this letter to bring your attention to the plight Chignik has gradually found
itself in, due to allocation of fish away from Chignk. When the original allocation of fish from Chignik to
Kodiak fishermen at lgvak was made, Chignik economy was robust and it seemed reasonable to effect
that move. Presently th ings are no longer the same. Chignik is presently dying due to small amounts of
fish that are entering the area eligible to be harvested. Low tax revenues along with low fish priced
simply are not sufficient to allow Chignik to adequately render proper service to its residents. Kodiak
now has a more robust economy than does Chignik. We at Chignik think it is appropriate to revisit the
lgvak allocation and make changes to help Chignik.

The following are indicators of t he condition of the city of Chignik.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

We have had to drastically cut the wages we pay our employees. Most 40 hour weeks were cut
by ten hours per week. Some positions were cut up to fifty percent.
Our garbage truck has been in a state of repair for over six months.
Ou r boat harbor moorage fees are in arrears.
We have no V.P.S.O. Due in part to lack offunds.
Processors have chosen not to establish any shore plants based on smaller returns of fish.
Residents are leaving Chignik due to lack of viable work.
Lack of residents will most likely close our school down next year, due to not enough students.
Coastal Transportation has not published a service schedule for Chignik. Once again lack of fish
to transport out of Chignik is driving this decision.
Our only year around store plans to close next year. The owner has alerted the residents.
Chignik does not have liquid funds enough to purchase fuel, without taking out a loan.

The above are indicators as to the state of our City. We, the residents of Chignik, hope that the
reasoning that convinced the board of fish to allocate Chignik bound fish to Kodiak in 1978, will now
look to the needs of Chignik and diminish the present lgvak allocation by an appropriate amount.

Wallace W. Hinderer (Chignik City Counsel)
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CITY OF OUZINKIE
Resolution 2016-10

A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A LIMITED DURATION
SUBSISTENCE SALMON HARVEST AREA IN OUZINKIE HARBOR
Whereas, Ouzinkie is a small Alutiiq village that continues to prioritize subsistence harvests and
the subsistence way of life; and
Whereas, the Ouzinkie Native Corporation has cooperated with the Kodiak Regional
Aquaculture Association by providing access to the water source for the Kitoi Bay Hatchery; and
Whereas, the Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association in conjunction with the community of
Ouzinkie developed a sockeye imprinting project in Ouzinkie harbor so that sockeye salmon
return to the harbor for subsistence harvest; and
Whereas, the community of Ouzinkie has supported the project by purchasing the rearing pens
and feeding the sockeye salmon fry during the imprinting process; and
Whereas, the first sockeye salmon returned to the Ouzinkie harbor in 2015 and the community
of Ouzinkie greatly enjoyed and utilized the subsistence harvest of sockeyc salmon in proximity
to the community; and
Whereas, during the 2016 return of sockeye to Ouzinkie harbor, a commercial seine vessel
entered the area and "scooped up" the sockeye intended for Ouzinkie subsistence use right in
front of the nets set for catching subsistence fish; and
Whereas, Kodiak purse seine vessels have not historically fished in the Ouzinkie harbor and
there is ample opportunity for commercial salmon fishermen to catch sockeye returning to
Ouzinkie as "common property" fish prior to the fish reaching Ouzinkie harbor; and
Whereas, a limited duration exclusive subsistence fishery in the Ouzinkie harbor would provide
for the subsistence needs of Ouzinkie residents and other subsistence fishermen.
Therefore be it resolved, that the City of Ouzinkie respectfully requests that the Alaska Board
of Fisheries establish an exclusive subsistence fishery in the Ouzinkie Harbor area from July 1
through August I5 of each year.

ADOPTED by duly constituted quorum of the City Council of Ouzinkie, Alaska, this ;;2.7
day of

Oe.ce~ bei- , 2016.

ATTEST:

-~ ~

Linda Getz, Clerk Em~
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2017 Board of Fish, Kodiak Finfish

Comments submitted by:
Darren Platt
F/V Agnes Sabine
10708 Birch Cir, Kodiak

Opposed to Proposals 51 and 53-56
I am opposed to the proposed changes to the Cape Igvak salmon management plan. I have
consistently participated in the Cape Igvak fishery since buying a boat in 2010, and my harvests in this
area have been critical to the profitability of my business. In 2016, my individual harvest in this area was
small, but ultimately provided enough income to make the difference between a profit and loss for the
season. I know that many other fishermen in the Kodiak Management Area share similar experiences, as
many of us rely on our sockeye harvests to keep our businesses afloat. There are no biological or
socioeconomic arguments to favor the proposed the re-allocation. Chignik escapement goals have been
met every year that there was a Cape Igvak salmon fishery and conservative management has kept
Kodiak Seiners consistently below their 15% allocation, with a historical average of 12%. It would appear
that the Chignik seiners simply want more fish at the expense of the Kodiak fleet which already operates
on lower ex-vessel income and higher costs. I am concerned that a handful of individuals in the Chignik
fleet have strategized to submit an abundance of proposals (this has been done repeatedly during the
Kodiak cycles) in order to cast a wide net in the speculative hope that they may capture the approval of
one of their re-allocative plans. Their repeated efforts come at no cost to themselves, only the lost time
and effort of the Board of Fish and of the Kodiak fleet who must repeatedly defend their historical
dependency on this fishery. These efforts are without basis and serve as a distraction from the real
management issues facing the Kodiak Management Area (KMA).

Effects to Outlying Communities
Arguments in favor of the proposed changes to the Cape Igvak management plan incorrectly
associate only the town of Kodiak with the KMA fishery, contrasting economic opportunities within the
city of Kodiak with the lack of alternative employment options in the village of Chignik. However, the
Kodiak Archipelago is home to the villages of Old Harbor (Population 224), Port Lions (197),
Ouzinkie(163), Akhiok(72), Larsen Bay(89), and Karluk(37), along with remote settlements in Afognak
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Bay, Uganik Bay, Raspberry Straights, and Ugak Bay. Most of these remote villages (perhaps with
exception of Karluk) have a generational dependence on the commercial salmon fisheries, and have
experienced substantial outmigration of fishing permits and vessels, due in large part to the decline of
the profitability of the salmon fishery in Kodiak. Some villages are under threat of losing their
commercial fishing fleet altogether and should not be overlooked when making management decisions
in the KMA. For example, Ouzinkie has been reduced to two active fishing vessels, both commercial
salmon seiners, from a historical peak of 40 vessels. These villages have virtually no year-round
employment opportunities and would be negatively impacted by the proposed re-allocations.

Parallel Salmon Fisheries
The Board should consider not only how shifting harvest from Kodiak Seiners will directly affect
the seine fleet, but how the Cape Igvak management plan impacts the approximately 150 setnet permits
being actively fished in the KMA. Kodiak's largest wild and enhanced sockeye runs are located on the
west side of the island where the set gillnets are largely concentrated. It should be expected that the
seine fleet will shift its effort to focus more heavily on this area along with the Alitak area which will
likely negatively impact those setnet fisheries.
Lack of Restrictions on Chignik's Fleet Harvesting KMA Bound Fish
While much attention is focused on the harvest of Chignik bound fish in the KMA, there is
currently no notice taken of KMA bound salmon harvested in the Chignik Management Area (CMA).
Over the decades, Kodiak fishermen have abided by restrictions of their harvests through the Cape Igvak
management plan, meanwhile, Chignik fishermen are allowed to operate in the CMA unencumbered by
any regulatory protocol to protect Kodiak salmon stocks. It would be naive as to view Chignik as a singlestock fishery, and fishing activity in this area most certainly negatively affects the biological and
economic sustainability Kodiak's salmon fisheries on the peninsula as well Kodiak's west side fisheries at
Karluk and Ayakulik. Fishing patterns in the KMA have remained largely unchanged since the last
amendment to the Cape Igvak management plan. Cape Igvak harvest rates average about 20% below
Kodiak's 15% allotment. Meanwhile, Chignik's fleet has seen a proliferation of cape seining effort in
areas other than the lagoon, Chignik Bay and Central sections. Decades ago, when the Cape Igvak
management plan was initiated, Chignik seiners focused primarily on the lagoon and nearby fishing
areas, with the fishermen largely forsaking opportunities to harvest mixed stocks in outlying districts.
This is no longer the case as larger vessels are producing increased effort in the Eastern, Western, and
Perryville districts where they are able to heavily target Kodiak and Cook Inlet bound fish.
Consideration of catch composition in the Chignik area reveals substantial discrepancies between
the size of sockeye caught in the central sections (those in the immediate vicinity of the Chignik lagoon)
and the outside districts. The chart below shows the percent difference in individual sockeye weight
between fish caught in the Chignik Bay, and those caught in the Eastern, Western and Perryville
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sections. KMA bound fish, including Karluk, Ayakulik, Alitak, and Saltery, and Litnik sockeye are, on
average, substantially smaller than Chignik bound fish. The Chignik fleet fishing in the outside districts
catch fish that are 4% smaller than Chignik fish, with some years' outside sockeye averaging up to 14%
smaller, indicating a high likelihood of smaller KMA bound fish being harvested in these areas. The graph
below, produced with data obtained from ADF&G, illustrates these difference in catch composition
between the central and outlying districts in the CMA.

Average Sockeye Weight Discepancies
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
-5.00%

Weight differences

-10.00%
-15.00%
-20.00%
Figure 1: Weight differeces between sockeye caught in central sections and the Eastern, Western and Perryville
sections of the Chignik management area.

In fact, anecdotal evidence suggests that it is not uncommon for Chignik seiners to harvest large
quantities of fish that they can identify as Karluk river sockeye. While the Kodiak fleet is limited in its
Igvak harvest based on biological and allocative criteria, Chignik fishermen have operated unfettered by
parallel regulations to protect Kodiak's salmon runs and fishermen.
Changes in fishing patterns in the Chignik area also likely have contributed to the decline of pink
and chum salmon returns to the Mainland district. Once a mainstay of the Kodiak fleet, the mainland
district now provides far fewer fishing opportunities. Escapement of pink salmon and chum over the
past 10 years are down over 50% over prior escapement levels. Though, like all salmon systems, the
causes of the decline cannot be pinpointed, the harvest of fish to these systems can only be hurt by
Chignik's fishing activity in the outside districts. Areas such as Kukak Bay, which once provided
continuous fishing opportunities for dozens of seiners now rarely produces any deliveries from Kodiak
boats due to drastic chum declines.
It would be highly inequitable to further limit the Kodiak fleet's access to Cape Igvak area when
the only noticeable change in fishing patterns since the implementation of the program is the increased
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harvest of KMA bound fish in the Chignik area. With that in mind, it would be more justifiable for the
board to increase Kodiak's allocation at Cape Igvak, rather than further restrict it.

Loss of Total Ex-vessel Value and Risk of Over-Escapement
Though Kodiak seiners earn lower gross incomes than Chignik fishermen and operate on
substantially lower profit margins, seiners in the KMA enjoy a higher ex-vessel price for their fish. Kodiak
is home to 7 major processors who provide tender service within the KMA along with a handful of
smaller fish buyers who accept deliveries at the dock. The competitive market for fish and the ability of
the processors in Kodiak to produce a higher value product means that the ex-vessel prices in the KMA
are consistently higher than in Chignik. Without a single local processor, Chignik relies on remote
processing of their fish by a just 2-3 potential buyers. As a result, the yearly ex-vessel price average for
sockeye harvested in the KMA is 31 cents (30%) higher in Kodiak than Chignik, meaning that a reallocation would necessarily result in a net loss of ex-vessel income paid in the state, representing an
overall decline in the value of the fish harvested. In short, though Kodiak Seiners' average boat earnings
are below those of Chignik fishermen, Kodiak fishermen are able to get a better value for the few
sockeye they are able to harvest.
The lack of processing capacity in Chignik doesn't just translate into lower values for the fish, it
also makes the system susceptible to over-escapement when then the 2 or 3 buyers aren't able or
willing to accept deliveries from Chignik fishermen. This happened most recently in 2015 when both
Chignik buyers quit accepting fish well before the run was over. As a result the Chignik river suffered
from over-escapement of sockeye which could lead to future diminished returns, potentially costing
them more than the perceived losses associated with Kodiak's access to the Cape Igvak area.
Maintaining the current Cape Igvak management plan or possibly even increasing Kodiak's allocation in
that plan would not only guarantee a higher value for the fish, but also provide an effective tool for
managers to help prevent over-escapement of sockeye in the Chignik River, insuring a higher sustained
returns.

Re-allocation from Ailing Fleet to Healthy One
The decline of Kodiak's salmon fleet is apparent when considering the loss of active vessels and
the depressed market for Kodiak Seine permits. The graph below plots the gross numbers of latent
(unfished) permits in the Kodiak and Chignik areas. Once home to over 370 active permits, Kodiak now
has a participation rates hovering around 45%. Meanwhile, the Chignik area has consistent participation
rates of over 75% and permit values that frequently exceed $200,000, signaling an economically
healthy fleet. Chignik frequently enjoy ex-vessel earnings above their Kodiak counterparts, and they are
able to earn their income in a shorter season with far fewer deliveries, allowing them to derive an even
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greater profit margin from those earnings. The economic difficulties facing the Kodiak fleet is reflected
in the permit values that are the lowest for any major salmon seine fishery in the state. However, these
low prices also provide a real opportunity for new entrants to the fishery who otherwise cannot afford
to purchase a Chignik permit, or any other within the state, for that matter. Kodiak's seine fishery has
developed into the ad-hoc entry fishery for young Alaskans who cannot overcome the economic hurdles
required to access other salmon fisheries. It would be a disservice to the ambitions of future Alaskan
fishermen to further reduce the profitability of the only major fishery that they currently can afford to
access.

Latent Permits
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Figure 2: Unfished permits in Kodiak and Chignik areas
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Figure 3: Average Ex-Vessel Earnings in the Chignik and Kodiak Areas

A re-allocation to the Chignik fleet is not only unjustifiable based on socioeconomic or biological
metrics, it would likely result in a net decline in active fishing vessels in Alaska. Reducing Kodiak's
harvest would inevitably result in further diminishing the Kodiak fleet. Chignik's high permit prices and
participation rates make it very unlikely that the CMA would simply absorb the loss of boats in Kodiak.
This translates into a net loss of active fishing vessels in the State. As Alaska struggles to solve our
"graying of the fleet" problem, it is clear the starting point for maintaining the generational health of
Alaska's fishermen is to insure that management decisions don't further restrict the accessibility and
profitability of the salmon fisheries. Again, with these considerations, it would be better for the Board to
increase Kodiak's allocation in a effort to grow our commercial fishing fleet and provide more
opportunities for young Alaskan fishermen to establish their own harvesting businesses.

Shoreside Support Sector
One oft-neglected contingent is Kodiak's shoreside support sector. Kodiak is a highly fishery
dependent town, as documented by the recent economic report composed by the McDowell Group. The
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disastrous salmon harvest of 2016 has had economic repercussions that go far beyond the Kodiak seine
fleet, as the myriad of shoreside support businesses are experiencing an economic contraction resulting
from a lack of salmon income to the city. These businesses, which have already been hurt by the decline
of over 200 vessels from Kodiaks salmon fleet would certainly be further harmed by the proposed reallocation.

Considering the arguments I've made, I would implore the Board to oppose the proposed
changes to the Cape Igvak management plan and to consider generating a proposal to increase
Kodiak's allocation within the Cape Igvak section.

Opposition to Proposal 52

This proposal is as ludicrous as it is insulting. Virtually all of the fish caught in the Cape Igvak area
are delivered in that area, and I have never even heard of a fishermen illegally misreporting these fish,
as the proposal indicates. Processors always require that we deliver before departing Cape Igvak, just as
they require us to deliver before we head there as well. Additionally, fishermen typically prefer to
deliver before leaving the area otherwise they are forced to arrange tender service at their destination.
It is far easier and more cost effective to deliver to the tender that is already available in the Cape Igvak
area.
The proposal makes the bogus claim that there is a strong economic incentive for Kodiak seiners
to misreport their catch. Although the Kodiak fleet's effort in the Cape Igvak area is limited to their
allocation, an individual's own misreported harvest would not somehow be allocated back to that
particular boat, but instead would be available to entire Kodiak fleet of 160 boats. Even if the skipper
expects for there to be further harvest opportunities as result of his misreporting efforts, that fishermen
could only expect to catch a small fraction of additional fish resulting from his contribution, since the
Cape Igvak management plan is a fleet-wide allocation. This means that the fisherman would be paying
to refrigerate the fish all the way to his destination where he would have to arrange tender service
within a day, likely risking losing other fishing opportunities while delivering and traveling to the
arranged delivery area. This would ultimately cost the fisherman more than the value of the miniscule
fraction of the misreported fish that he could reasonably expect to harvest in the event of a subsequent
fishing opportunity in the Cape Igvak section. All of the fisherman's risk and effort would be rewarded to
the rest of fleet who would receive the allocation (again in the event of a subsequent opening in the
Cape Igvak area), making these purported efforts more an act of generosity than self-interest.
This issue demonstrates the lack of respect for Kodiak fishermen and the Board of Fish shown by
the small group of Chignik seiners who generated the whole suite of Cape Igvak proposals. Not only does
the alleged economic incentive to misreport not exist, or even hold up to a few moments of objective
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analysis, but their willingness to falsely accuse Kodiak fishermen of systematic dishonesty and illegal
fishing behavior is reprehensible. Perhaps instead of issuing an insult in the form of a ridiculous
proposal, this can group can further waste the Board's time by issuing an apology proposal during the
next Kodiak cycle.

Support Proposal 57
I am in support of Proposal 57.

Opposed to Proposal 58
It would be poor policy to initiate the sort of bio-engineering that is being advocated for in this
proposal. The cause of the decline of the Frazer system is unknown and it does not seem likely that
further eliminating spawning fish would expedite a rebound of that system.

Opposed to Proposal 59
This proposal is arbitrary, un-necessary, and would more likely harm the commercial salmon
fishery than help it. Salmon management needs to be escapement based, and any mandates that
supersede escapement based policy should not substantially hinder the ability of managers to control
escapement.

Opposed to Proposal 60
Please do not support this proposal which is unnecessary and would set a poor precedent of
allocating wild fish to private institutions.

Opposed to Proposals 62 and 63
The decline of king salmon returning to the Ayakulik river is reflective of a region-wide trend
including not just Kodiak's local systems such as Ayakulik and Karluk, but stretching all the way to Cook
Inlet. The perception that fishing activity at the river mouth is the particular cause of Ayakulik's decline is
without merit. With the exception of 2014, when there was over a week of seine fishing at the Ayakulik
river mouth, there has been relatively few fishing opportunities in this area during peak of the King
Salmon return. The fishing opportunities that did occur have been very limited in duration, which is the
goal of local fishery managers. The King salmon scarcity commenced during a period following very low
fishing activity at the Ayakulik river mouth. Additionally, there is no evidence to support the belief that
King salmon returns would be increased by allowing for longer fishing times slightly further from the
river mouth than short openings at the mouth. The Ayakulik river is currently on a very positive sockeye
trend and it would be irresponsible to de-rail current management practices that have produced a
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decade of controlled escapement within the management goals. The board should consider the fact that
openings in the inner Ayakulik area are limited to years when high returns bring a threat of overescapement.
These two proposals are more likely to harm King Salmon returns. By not allowing the Kodiak fleet
to efficiently harvest large schools of fish directly at the river mouth, sockeye harvest rates would
decline requiring longer openings in the inner Ayakulik area and more overall effort to control
escapement. More nets fishing longer periods in the vicinity would likely increase the number of king
salmon caught and the mortality of those fish that are caught multiple times, thereby decreasing overall
escapement of King Salmon. The frustration of the handful of lodge-owners on the river and those
clients whose visits inopportunely coincide with an inner Ayakulik fishery is understandable, however,
their sentiments are not a justification to change management tactics. Overall King and Sockeye salmon
goals should be prioritized instead of attempting to maximize the satisfaction rate of a few in-river
fishermen who are more focused on their personal fishing experience than the overall health of the
rivers they utilize.
Finally, as many others will mention, enforcement in this area is nearly impossible. Past
experience dictates that most fishermen will be unaware of the exact location of the river mouth and its
500 yard radius - with the most ignorant fishermen receiving the greatest rewards.

Support of Proposal 64

This small, enhanced return of sockeye to Ouzinkie harbor was designed to provide subsistence
and sport fishing opportunities to Ouzinkie residents, and it clearly has more value to these residents
then to the commercial seine fleet. The village of Ouzinkie lies on one of the most frequently transited
navigational passages by Kodiak seine vessels, making it far too easy for a single vessel to harvest a large
portion of these fish while simply passing through the area, though it is not a traditional spot for seining
activity. Therefore, it would be best to protect these from commercial fishing efforts by creating the
permanent closed waters area described in the proposal.

Oppose Proposal 65
I would hope that the board would not consider an arbitrary change to seine specifications that
would have unknown ecological consequences and certain massive financial costs to the seine fleet.
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To: Alaskr Board ofFish
Re; Propo'sal R.C. 40

As your slirveys saw an increase of Weasrem Tanner Crab by 13% in 20 IS and given my
observatidns fishing them, J. don't see a problem harvesting a t .A.C. last year (01/2016) we were
observin~about 50%just undersized crab. Along with pockets offemales up by St_ George Blue
Crab savings
area, while trying to stay away from Trawlers as they towed inside of The Fence.
I
I
I

lfwe are not able to harvest any Western Tanner Crab this upcoming season our vessels and crew
will suffef financal hardships on top ofthe decreased Opilio T.A.C.
I
I

One ofmy main concerns is the Trawl Survey practices, The net used is old technolog}' compared
to the ves~els towing it. These two variables have to be matched and they are not; lt is evident to
see with the abundace of.8BRKC catches this year, the T.A.C. of Western Tanners and we have
yet to
out about Opilio's, should be interesting.

fin4

ln closing, T am in favor of R.C. 40

Sincerelyl David Harris, Captain FN Arctic Mariner
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Board Support Section
Headquarters Office
Attn: BOF Office
P,O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
FAX: 1-907-465-6094

FROM
Donald L. Bumpus
FJV Kimberly Dawn
P.O. Box 167
Chignik Lagoon, AK. 99565
Home Phone 1-907-8402273
Cell Phone 1-907-840-4020

Kodiak Finfish Meeting
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Dec. 20, 2016
Don Bumnpus
PO Box 167
Chignik Lagoon, AK 99565
Board Support Section
Headquarters Office
Attn. BOF Office
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811-5526
Subject: Chignik Salmon Management
BOF Members
As a full-· time Chignik residence that has commercially salmon fished in this area for 42
years I am highly concerned with direction that the Department has taken with respect
to the management of Chignik-bound sockeye salmon especially in the last 2 years. To
me it certainly appears that the fisheries supervisor in Kodiak has done everything
possible to go against us Chignik fishermen and our villages. The Cape Igvak and in the
Southeastern District Mainland are being managed at times too aggressively outside
the intent of those management plans. The Dolgoi area is another fishery where Chignik
concerns have had less than fair treatment. If this kind of management is going to be the
trend we here in Chignik who call this place home will be looking at hard times.

1
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Allocation issues and knee-jerk management decisions associated with allocation
fisheries on Chignik fish have become too common in my view. In 2015 the Western and
Perryville districts were closed entirely due to what was so called"low escapement of
pinks and chums" only to have it open 2 days later because SEDM was over allocated.
Chignik played catch up for the rest of the season. This season lgvak opened 2 days
after Chignik opened in early June. Our catch was only about 8 thousand. The 300,000
& 600,000 'guaranteed' harvest by Chignik fishermen was put into place for economic
reasons. That number is there so we can feed our families. Please understand that
those numbers do not provide for a healthy economy but only try to put a limit to how
disastrous things can get for us in Chignik. Also, the 15% allocation for Kodiak at Cape
lgvak is not a guarantee for Kodiak fishermen. But it seems as though management is
making it one.
For most of the fisherman here, salmon is their only source of income. We don't have a
year around processor or alternative jobs to fall back on like Kodiak and Sand Point.
That brings up Dolgoi Island. In the first place, the department managed for the
191,000 much too loosely going over the cap by 20%. They can and should do much
better in the future. But even more to the point for Chignik is that the way that fishery
is going they will reach 400,000 by season end which is contrary to the clear intent of
the Board to curtail this interception fishery which has a negative impact on Chignik
fishermen.
Rules and regulation are set into place by the Board of Fisheries for real reasons. A
manager that relies too heavily on how things have always been done in the past at
Dolgoi is not measuring up to the Board of Fisheries mandate. A manager who relies
too heavily on forecasts and not enough on actual Chignik run development for how to
make decisions for the Cape lgvak and SEDM fisheries is only guessing and is also not
measuring up to the regulations enacted by the Board of Fisheries. For as long as the
department follows this unprofessional and aggressive style of management, the people
of Chignik will be the only losers in the region.
Although our current season is not done at this point, I hope that the Dept. will in the
future not be so overzealous with their decision-making and be more prepared for how
they will manage Dolgoi, lgvak, and SEDM in upcoming years with fairness and better
accountability.
On a more positive note, it seems like the Cape lgvak 48 hour opening beginning July 12
might be OK because the second run escapement was OK and Chignik was fishing too.
None of us here in Chignik like the Cape Igvak management plan, but we do insist that
the bad management style of July 2015 and June 2016 be corrected going forward.

&

8

Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,

Don Bumpus
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Eric Dieters Information to support proposals 59, 58, 57
Alitak Setnet Permits Fished
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

75
79
73
81
87

Average

79

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

91
86
79
76
74

Average

81.2

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

75
80
78
77
76

Average

77.2

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

77
77
0
65
71

Average

58

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

72
60
58
61
54

Average

61

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

67
66
65
58
49

Average

61

Alitak Setnet Exvessel Value
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Average
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Average
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Average
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Average
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Average
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Average

$39,538
$81,320
$46,115
$106,415
$149,702

$84,618
$65,168
$57,728
$27,009
$28,164
$45,739

$44,762
$60,102
$52,270
$28,989
$49,120
$35,730

$45,242
$21,989
$15,356
$0
$10,927
$29,814

$15,617
$26,468
$6,100
$7,896
$50,286
$48,660

$27,882
$11,955
$24,637
$28,193
$21,827
$27,920

$22,907
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Alitak Setnet Permits Fished

Westside Setnet Permits Fished
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40

105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40

110000
100000

150000

Westside Setnet Exvessel Value

140000

Alitak Setnet Exvessel Value

130000

90000

120000
110000

80000

100000
70000

90000
80000

60000

70000

50000

60000
40000

50000

30000

40000
30000

20000

0

0

1985
1986
1987
1988
198…
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

10000
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

20000

10000
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Exvessel Value. 5 Year Average

Purse Seine

Alitak Gillnet

Westside Gillnet

1985
1986
1987
1988

$57,782
$92,693
$79,812
$252,388

$39,538
$81,320
$46,115
$106,415

$21,273
$48,721
$31,068
$67,383

1989 b

$10,555

$149,702

$0

Average

$98,646

$84,618

$33,689

Average

$87,592

$44,762

$47,694

Average

$98,097

$45,242

$58,400

Average

$78,403

$15,617

$39,064

$129,181
$150,318
$148,355
$148,605
$174,661

$26,468
$6,100
$7,896
$50,286
$48,660

$50,395
$51,895
$60,347
$38,234
$46,854

$150,224

$27,882

$49,545

$130,009
$224,349
$219,164
$304,105
$198,521

$11,955
$24,637
$28,193
$21,827
$27,920

$35,424
$35,883
$67,771
$75,751
$78,672

$215,230

$22,907

$58,700

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Average
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Average

$111,524
$65,445
$97,917
$95,375
$67,701
$135,605
$70,737
$55,390
$119,512
$109,243
$71,536
$78,114
$68,552
$79,869
$93,942

$65,168
$57,728
$27,009
$28,164
$45,739
$60,102
$52,270
$28,989
$49,120
$35,730
$21,989
$15,356
$0
$10,927
$29,814

$58,062
$36,596
$48,791
$51,052
$43,971
$70,204
$51,769
$44,839
$52,706
$72,482
$47,500
$35,445
$26,158
$43,006
$43,211
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Purse Seine

$300,000
$275,000
$250,000

$225,000
$200,000
$175,000

$150,000
$125,000
$100,000

$75,000
$50,000
$25,000

$0

Alitak Gillnet
Westside Gillnet

Exvessel Value
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50

48

Kodiak Purse Seine
Median Vessel Length In Feet

46

44
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40

38
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34
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2014
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1996

1995

1994

1993
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1991
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1987

1986
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475

Kodiak Purse Seine

Median Horse Power
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1000000
950000

Alitak District Setnet Sockeye Harvest
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850000
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750000

549,767 Average
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243,359 Average
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Pulse Fishing
-Is a natural way for systems to rebuild via escapement, without man made
enhancement and fertilization projects.
-Allows the “Mixed Stock” and “Sustainable Salmon fisheries” to function as
conservation tools as they were intended.
-Allows “Traditional Harvest Areas” for both subsistence and commercial to
remain in place.
-Allows runs to stay strong for future returns and large surplus harvest
opportunities for all fishermen.
-Ensures a “precautionary approach” to keeping an ecosystem/industry relationship
at a healthy balance.
-Gives ADF&G the power to manage an Island migratory ecosystem more
effectively than a district by district policy with political boundaries.
-The “Burden of Conservation” will be shared more by the entire migratory
pathway harvest user group rather than just the end harvest user group.

Commercial Salmon Fishing Regulations
Migratory Habitats and Pathways should be protected
-5AAC 39.222 ( c) (A) (iv) page 68
“Escapement Protection and Precautionary Conservation of salmon”
-5AAC 39.222 (c) (2) (D,E,F,H) Page 69
“Primary goal to protect sustained yield, while at the same time providing an
equitable distribution of harvest between various users”
-5AAC 39.200 (a) page 65
Mixed Stock Fisheries. 5AAC39.220 (b) page 67
-Burden of conservation should be shared respective to their harvest on the
stock of concern.
High Impact Emerging Commercial Fisheries
-5AAC 39.210. (a)
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Topics of Concern for the Alitak District.
Fishing pressure is too intense island wide.
Leaving harvest areas open “Extended until further notice” is not good for salmon
ecosystems. Alitak district is the only area with a mandatory pulse cycle. Alitak District
sockeye fishermen are often “closed until further notice”, while surrounding sections and
districts are kept “open until further notice”.
Migratory pathways of sockeye are known, but are not being protected.
Interception harvest issues need to be addressed. Placing the burden of conservation
solely on the Alitak end user group is putting fishermen out of business. Traditional
harvest areas are no longer profitable.
Lack of protection of sockeye escapement has put Alitak District runs at risk.
Escapement trends are considerably lower than what they used to be. What kind of future
return size can we expect from low escapement in the lakes? Escapement should be the
top priority of ADF&G, fishermen, and processors.
When ADF&G is trying to obtain escapement, more than one Section/ District should be
able to be closed for the protection of that respective run. Keeping the sockeye section of
the Alitak District closed has proven to be not enough protection for the runs. Minimum
escapement is not always achieved.
Alitak District has some of the Islands largest salmon runs, but receives the least amount
of attention via Research and Management protection.
New styles of harvesting, and advanced gear technology have emerged making harvest
more efficient island wide. ADF&G has not implemented any new protective measures
to counter balance the advanced fleet pressure. Pulse Fishing management style needs to
be extended out beyond the boundaries of the Alitak District.
Pulse open/closures are a simple management tool that should overrule District by
District management plans when minimum escapement is needed. Migration pathways
and run timing always need to be considered for the health of Sockeye bound for the
Alitak district.
Alitak District is a complex area to manage because of the geographic location and
multiple choke points that salmon must migrate past.
This area requires more attention from both the research and management.
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December 26, 2016
Board of Fisheries:
I've been a fisherman since I was a teenager and would like to say that this fishery is nothing
compared to what it was back in 1956. Since this has been my career I have no other choice
but to continue fishing , as this is my only job skill. I have seen some good and bad years during
my time, but these past few have been the worst I have ever seen.
I remember when they opened lgvak they would open "outside" fishing, but not in Chignik
Lagoon, where they usually go, and this was just to warrant an opening in lgvak, because we
were told that they couldn't be open unless some part of Chignik was open. So, I amongst other
fisherman scraped away at the capes with no luck. This was back in the ?O's, there wasn't
enough escapement but since the fish were showing in lgvak they opened it anyway. They did
good all the while we weren't catching much at all. We had to travel quite a ways out within our
boundaries and hardly any of the fish were sockeye, which is what we mostly fish for to make a
living.
The impact of lgvak has hurt us here in Chignik and I know we would be able to provide for
ourselves financially if our fish weren't being taken from us. I would hope that something will be
done about this soon , as it is becoming harder and harder to make a living off of fishing
anymore in Chignik.
Thank you for taking the time to listen to us,

George A. Orloff Sr.
FN Michelle Lee
Chignik, AK 99564
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®
This is a transcribed copy of the handwritten letter by llane Ashby
12-26-16
To the board of fishery,
I've been a resident of Chignik Bay for 44 years. I grew up in Chignik and my family lives
here. My parents were born and raised here in Chignik Bay back in the 1930's and 40's. They
both are living in their 98 year old home. Growing up in Chignik as I remember was thriving with
so many people, families and transients alike. The economy of Chignik was booming. The
school count topped to 40+ students and was very active in the community for 10 months out of
the year. The canneries were in full operation of processing fish and crab all year around with
many job opportunities for everyone. The bay was a revolving fishery with boats and tenders.
There were active businesses throughout the years, such as a community store and the village
corporation Far West Inc. renting out apartments for everyone needing lodging. My dad fished,
catching the best Chignik fish every year for 48 years. He retired in 1989 due to back problems.
Since then he's been watching the decline of the fishery in this community go downhill rapidly.
It's so sad and disappointing to know that Chignik once was a prosperous community. The past
15+ years this community has been deteriorating in the fishery, cannery, school, residence and
subsistence.
Page2
Families are struggling to make ends meet because there is a minimum of jobs in Chignik. My
family is struggling because there is not enough income coming into our home to keep up on the
monthly bills and to keep food on the table. Having subsistence in the freezer helps our family
out during hard times. It's not always enough sometimes.
I have two sons who fish during the summer. Their income after fishing is what they have
to survive on for nine months unless, one doesn't make enough to live on for the winter, having
a part time job helps out tremendously to keep the income flowing a little to get by. Our family
help each other the best way we can when it comes to sharing expenses to get by.
My parents draw social security once a month and this is their only income to help with their
expenses. They are elderly and my family and I are who take care of them when they need
assistance for medical, helping around the house, running errands, paying bills or just company.
I couldn't leave my parents and expect the both of them to take care of themselves. I wouldn't
leave, so does that make me a horrible wife and a mother to not leave with my husband and
relocate just to have a better income? I was raised to care for my elders and if I choose to do
that over income so be it. 1 1/2 years ago my family and I moved into a new HUD home that I've
been waiting for for over 20 years. Last year five new homes were built and Chignik by Bristol
Bay HUD housing authority. NO, i'm not leaving my home and Chignik and I'm not leaving my
parents.
Page3
I would much rather not have to worry about having to choose between leaving my home and
family because of being forced to decide which is better; my family or money? What kind of
society are we living in? Why is Chignik on the chopping block? Maybe the answer to these
questions are society nowadays is selfish and out to be better than everyone else. I say how
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disrespectful and shame on you! What can be done to improve life and my home I call Chignik
Bay? My community is crying out and we need somebody to listen and take action.
Please, consider my letter and put Chignik Bay as your priority to make good things happen for
my community and to the people who live here. Thank you.
Sincerely,
llane Ashby
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[
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ar[XdY[b_2Y[:w;_-[p_e_wYVYeX[oc_ex[SWeuY[WX`[u%Y_XWae[We[gnj7,[XdY[b_2Y[:w;_-[p_e_wYVYeX[oc_e[d_`[UYYe[uae`Y%;_XW;Yc][Y5YuTXYZx
:w;_-[rW`dY%`[d_;Y[X_-Ye[ae[_;Y%_wY[gh>[ar[XdY[XaX_c[bdWweW-[`au-Y]Y[d_%;Y`X,[`WweWrWu_eXc][cY``[Xd_e[XdY[wa_c[ar[_`[eY_%[_`[2a``WUcY[g)>x
pa%Ya;Y%,[XdY[b_2Y[:w;_-[p_e_wYVYeX[oc_e[W`[ea=[U_`YZ[ae[XdY[_``TV2XWae[:w;_-[`au-Y]Y[d_%;Y`X[W`[T2[Xa[nk>[bdWweW-[UaTeZx[9YuYeX
wYeYXWu[`XTZWY`[?4YeYXWu[SXau-[baV2a`WXWae[ar[XdY[baVVY%uW_c[+_%;Y`X[ar[Sau-Y]Y[S_cVae[We[6aZW_-[p_e_wYVYeX[q%Y_,[hkgs@hkglA
WeZWu_XY[bdWweW-[UaTeZ[`au-Y]Y[d_%;Y`XYZ[We[:w;_-[VWwdX[UY[`WweWrWu_eXc][ca=Y%[Xd_e[nk>x[/dY[`WewcY[Z_X_[2aWeX[ra%[XdY[Y_%c][XYV2a%_c
`X%_XTV[?^TeYA,[XdY[2Y%WaZ[=dYe[:w;_-[d_%;Y`X[W`[cW-Yc][Xa[u_Xud[XdY[dWwdY`X[uaeuYeX%_XWae[ar[bdWweW-[UaTeZ[`au-Y]Y,[`da=YZ[_e[:w;_d_%;Y`X[ar[aec][jsxg>[bdWweW-[UaTeZ[`au-Y]Yx[/dY[eY=[wYeYXWu[Z_X_[uaV2a`Y`[Xaa[`V_cc[_[`_V2cY[`WBY[Xa[]WYcZ[`WweWrWu_eX[uaeucT`Wae`,
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[[YZYd][W[]Y_d`[k[^cVY[UYrcdY[XtY[Uc_dZ[Xc[ZYrYeZ[V][sWZYsWtccZ[rdcV[gdcgc`_s`[lWXt[Z_\TY[_eZ[VW`sY_ZWe\[cgWeWce`[gdY`YeXYZ[_`[r_^X`]
[[[ctY[`cZW_a[`c^aY]Y[t_dZY`X[W`[ZWZWZYZ[UYXlYYe[g889:;<9=;<9gYdVWX`b[_`[lYss[_`[_[gc``WUsY[>8?9:;@A;9B;CD@<EF9ftW\eWa[lcTsZ[t_ZY
]cT[UYsWYZY[XtY[`YWeY[rsYYX[_sceY[Yenc]`[_[h[VWssWce[_ZYd_\Y[`c^aY]Y[t_dZY`X]

9GHIAID@HE[JKK;H<9LIM@JN9OPE<9JE9<Q;R9JKK;H<9SQ@TA@N][`cZW_a[_eZ[ftW\eWa[rW`tYdVYet_ZY[V_e][cr[XtY[`_VY[_sXYde_XWZY[rW`tYd]
dY`cTd^Y`][dc[`We\[fd_U[eW`tYd]b[_[c_eeYd[^d_U[rW`tYd][Xt_X[[t_`[UYYe[^sc`YZ[rcd[n[]Y_d`[_eZ[W`[ZYgdY``YZ[_X[UY`X[ltYe[cgYe][oWeXYd[ocX
fcZ[rW`tWe\[lWXt[_[`t_sscl[Zd_rX[`YWeYd[W`[ecX[Y^cecVW^_ss][rY_`WUsY[cd[`_rY][bYddWe\[`Xc^a`[_dY[ZYgdY``YZ[_sce\[lWXt[_[`YZYdYs][ZYgdY``YZ
V_daYX][[
[ctY[f_gY[k\Z_a[gs_e[_`[ldWXXYe[lcda`[_eZ[Ydd`[We[r_Zcd[cr[ftW\eWa][ctY[Wlv]Y_d[_ZYd_\Y[_ssc^_XWce[Xc[`cZW_a[rW`tYdVYe[TeZYd[XtY[f_gY
k\Z_a[p_e_\YVYeX[os_e[t_`[UYYe[ghm[cr[XtY[XcX_s[ftW\eWa[_dY_[`c^aY]Y[`_sVce[^_X^t[_eZ[XtY[^_X^t[cr[`c^aY]Y[U][`cZW_a[rW`tYdVYe[_X
f_gY[k\Z_a[t_`[UYYe[sY``[Xt_e[XtY[gXm[_ssc^_XWce[We[hj[cr[XtY[Wl[]Y_d`[XtY[gs_e[t_`[UYYe[We[gs_^Y][ctY[ftW\eWa[UWcsc\W^_s[Y`^_gYVYeX
\c_s`[t_ZY[UYYe[VYX[XtdcT\tcTX[XtY[XWVY[Xt_X[XtY[gs_e[t_`[UYYe[We[gs_^Y[_eZ[XtYdYrcdY[XtY[gs_e[ZcY`[ecX[XtdY_XYe[ftW\eWa[_dY_[UWcsc\W^_s
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gYdVWX[Z_sTY`][eW`tYdVYe[rdcV[`cZW_ap`[ZWss_\Y[^cVVTeWXWY`[_dY[ZYgYeZYeX[ce[XtY[f_gY[k\Z_a[rW`tYd][_eZ[_[r_d[s_d\Yd[gYd^YeX_\Y[cr
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UWcsc\W^_sb[Y^cecVW^[cd[dY\Ts_Xcd][^t_e\Y`[We[^Wd^TV`X_e^Y`[Xt_X[lcTsZ[nT`XWr][^t_e\Y`[Xc[XtY[f_gY[k\Z_a[p_e_\YVYeX[os_e]
[[odcgc`_s`[lh[_eZ[lW[lcTsZ[t_ZY[]cT[UYsWYZY[XtYdY[W`[_[`_sVce[`YWeY[_X[XtY[VcTXt[cr[q]TaTsWa[aWZYd[_ss[XtY[XWVY[ltYe[We[r_^X[keeYd[q]_aTsWa
t_`[UYYe[cgYe[_[XcX_s[cr[hn[Z_]`[We[XtY[s_`X[gn[]Y_d`b[gn[Z_]`[c^^TddYZ[We[hkgn[_eZ[j[cr[XtY[hn[Z_]`[c^^TddYZ[_rXYd[ulm[cr[XtY
Y`^_gYVYeX[t_Z[g_``YZ[XtY[lYWd][ecd[XtY[g_dYeX[]Y_d`[hkgkvhkgn[XtYdY[l_`[ec[rW`tYd][We[XtY[keeYd[q]_aTsWa[`Y^XWceb[XtT`[`YWeWe\[_^XWZWX]
_X[XtY[VcTXt[cr[q]TaTsWa[t_Z[ec[UY_dWe\[ce[lY_a[dYXTde`]
[[[[k[_`a[XtY[qs_`a_[\c_dZ[cr[eW`tYdWY`[dYnY^X[gdcgc`_s`[XgvXlblh[_eZ[lW]

[[ct_ea[]cT[rcd[]cTd[^ce`WZYd_XWce]
[
[[[[[[[aY`gY^XrTss]b[^_VY`[a[bcde
[[[[[[[[[[[[[[eir[rYeXTdY``
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BOF – Kodiak finfish 12/27/2016
James Pryor
907-539-7434
jlpryor@gci.net
1012 Steller Way,
Kodiak AK. 99615
Proposal 59

5AAC 18.361 Alitak Management Plan,
5AAC 18.362 Westside Management Plan
Proposal 65 5AAC 18.332 Seine specification and operation

I support proposal 59, which mandates a “pulse fishery” along the Westside
and Southwest Districts of Kodiak Island. I have written comments that address the
state of the sockeye systems that originate in Olga Bay and have suggestions that
should be considered by the BOF as alternatives to amend the proposal.
In addition I have listed Proposal 65, which is seine specification and
operation. I oppose the proposal as written, but present an amendment for an
additional seine operation change that could have an important positive effect on
migratory pathways of sockeye salmon in the Kodiak archipelago.
Genetic testing of the Kodiak Island sockeye salmon stocks has revealed the
significant interception of Olga Bay bound reds along the western and southwestern
island coastline. The number of sockeyes that are intercepted is not an
overwhelming number in relation to the size of the overall catch in the Westside
District, but when viewed in context to the depleted stocks of the Upper Station
(South Olga Lakes) both early and late run, along with the Frazer Lake run, the
interception is significant and damaging to the health, genetic diversity and
economic viability of the fishery. I have included a chart detailing the catch and
return to the Alitak District as well as the interception numbers.
Since the inception of the OEG (optimum escapement goal) on the early
Upper Station sockeye run by the BOF, the subsequent strong run management plan
implemented by ADFG that heavily fished the Frazer run that was already in decline,
and the reduction of healthy escapement into Frazer by lowering escapement goals
and a massive influx of jacks, production has nosedived in all sockeye systems
originating in Olga Bay. Productivity and genetic diversity has declined to such a
point in Olga Bay that small natural sockeye systems such as, Horse Marine, and
Silver Salmon have virtually disappeared. In addition the natural sockeye run into
the Akalura system, was all but ignored by management. This system was at one
time the fourth largest natural run of sockeye on Kodiak.
The set net fishermen alerted the BOF to the serious consequences of the
OEG on both the early and late run sockeye into Upper Station, and the
unprecedented jack numbers into the Frazer Lake run. The BOF, during the 2014
meetings, saw fit to address both of these serious issues. The OEG placed on Upper
Station was replaced by a BEG (Biological Escapement Goal) and ADFG was
mandated to bring forward a plan to decrease jack sockeye into Frazer Lake. The
new BEG on the Upper Station early run placed the burden of conservation squarely
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on the shoulders of one user group, the Alitak set net fisher families. That group
alone sacrificed the loss of significant fishing time, with grave economic
consequences, which resulted in the disruption of family businesses, and had far
reaching social impact as younger family members could not remain in the fishery.
The BOF salmon sustainability policy clearly states (see attached policy excerpts)
the burden of conservation to rebuild a salmon stock needs to be shared among all
user groups. This has not happened as Olga Bay bound sockeye have been
intercepted in the Westside and Southwest District in a significant percentage
relative to sockeye returns to the Alitak District as the recent genetic testing has
proved. Sockeye interception and continued weak runs in the Olga Bay systems
have jeopardized the economic viability of the traditional set net fishery and
threaten to tear the social fabric of this community that depends on a healthy
sockeye return.
The BOF, through the implementation of an unprecedented OEG on a robust
natural sockeye run with a history of 7,000 years of wild production, and negligence
of ADFG to monitor the impact of lower escapement has reduced this once
prosperous and productive systems to a shadow of its former status. The Olga Bay
sockeye systems are not productive because of man-made mistakes in management.
The traditional set net fishery and subsistence users have suffered with little relief
in sight.
There are possible solutions that the BOF should consider to bring some
relief to families affected by weak sockeye returns and assist in rebuilding these
runs.
1 14 updated 10/1/12s

5 AAC 39.222. Policy for the management of sustainable salmon fisheries
(a) The Board of Fisheries (board) and Department of Fish and Game
(Department) recognize that
(2) in formulating fishery management plans designed to achieve maximum or
optimum salmon production, the board and department must consider factors
including environmental change, habitat loss or degradation, data uncertainty,
limited funding for research and management programs, existing harvest
patterns, and new fisheries or expanding fisheries;
(iv) all essential salmon habitat in marine, estuarine, and freshwater ecosystems
and access of salmon to these habitats should be protected; essential habitats
include spawning and incubation areas, freshwater rearing areas, estuarine and
nearshore rearing areas, offshore rearing areas, and migratory pathways;
(v) salmon habitat in fresh water should be protected on a watershed basis,
including appropriate management of riparian zones, water quality, and water
quantity;
(B) salmon stocks should be protected within spawning, incubating, rearing,
and migratory habitats;
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Proposal 65 Seine specification and operation

The expanding fishery is the growing efficiency and capacity of the Kodiak
salmon seine fleet. Seine boats have the ability to cut off migratory pathways of
southbound returning sockeye by fishing seine to seine outside of each other, sometimes
five in a line, which results in over a mile of nets to intercept the fish. This capacity to
effectively cutoff migratory pathways is a result of a seine fleet that has steadily
expanded in the length, depth and weight of seines, a significant increase in boat size and
holding ability, electronics that allow boats to fish around the clock, and power skiffs that
have increased in size and horsepower allowing fishing in all weather conditions. The
BOF should consider amending 5AAC 18.335 seine operation to restricting seining no
farther that 300 fathoms from any shoreward point. This would not allow seine boats to
fish in a line outside of other seines and allow some relief to sockeye traveling migratory
pathways. Seine restrictions would also help balance some of the burden of conservation
in rebuilding sockeye runs that originate in Olga Bay. Currently the sole burden of
conservation to rebuild these sockeye stocks resides with the set net fishers of the Alitak
District. The BOF policy clearly states burden of conservation should be distributed
amongst all user groups. The genetic testing has proven that seines along the Westside
and Southwest District of Kodiak are intercepting Olga Bay bound sockeye and should
shoulder some of the conservation burden.

(D) an understanding of the proportion of mortality inflicted on each salmon
stock by each user group, should be promoted, and the burden of conservation
should be allocated across user groups in a manner consistent with applicable
state and federal statutes, including AS 16.05.251 (e) and AS 16.05.258 ; in the
absence of a regulatory management plan that otherwise allocates or restricts
harvests, and when it is necessary to restrict fisheries on salmon stocks where
there are known conservation problems, the burden of conservation shall be
shared among all fisheries in close proportion to each fisheries' respective use,
consistent with state and federal law;
The second solution is a change in 5AAC 18.362 Westside Management Plan

e) The Inner and Outer Karluk Sections must be managed
(1) from June 1 through July 15, based on early-run sockeye salmon returning to
the Karluk system; the commissioner may open, by emergency order, fishing
periods in the Inner Karluk Section only if the department determines that the
desired early-run escapement goal will be exceeded; in the Outer Karluk Section,
from June 16 through approximately July 15, the commissioner shall open fishing
periods to occur at the same time
26
KODIAK AREA
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as open fishing periods in the Central Section;
If ADFG has the management flexibility to open Inner Karluk without the
restriction of exceeding escapement and opening the Central Section at the same
time, this would allow excess sockeye escapement that has built up in the Inner
Karluk section to be mopped up. If sockeye escapement into Karluk can be
controlled with this management tool it will allow closures to occur and
potentially take some pressure off sockeye traveling in the migratory pathway
down the west side of Kodiak Island. Pulse closures will distribute the burden of
conservation in a more equitable distribution of Kodiak stakeholders and assist in
the rehabilitation of the Olga Bay sockeye systems.
A third solution is a change in 5AAC 18.361 Alitak Management Plan
In years when a harvestable surplus beyond escapement goals for the early Upper
Station and Frazer Lake sockeye runs is expected to be less than 150,000, there
will be no commercial salmon fishery allowed at Cape Alitak section until a
harvest of 75,000 sockeye salmon in the Alitak, Moser and Olga Bay sections is
achieved. After July 8th the seine harvest is not to exceed 50% of the total Alitak
District sockeye catch.
A threshold number needs to be made for the set net fishery by date to
provide a fair and adequate terminal harvest before the interception by the seine
fleet were to begin in the Alitak District. Olga Bay sockeye returns have been
severely impacted by interception and run yields have dropped precipitously in the
last twenty years. The set net fishery has been curtailed to allow increased
escapement to rebuild the sockeye run at Upper Station. The set net fishery has
shouldered the entire burden of conservation for the sockeye system rehabilitation
and should be allowed to benefit for the sacrifice of fishery time during that last
three seasons. The seine fleet is by definition a mobile gear type and has exclusive
fishing zones that give it the ability to intercept sockeye along the migratory
pathways around Kodiak Island.
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Tables for interception and returning sockeye:
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Kenneth R. Christiansen
1849 Marmot Drive
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December 24, 2016

ATIN: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811 -5526

RE: Opposition to Proposals 51 through 56

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on proposed changes to the Cape lgvak Management Plan. My
name is Ken Christiansen. I started seining for salmon in the Kodiak area with my father at the age of 6
in 1968. At the age of 16, the season of 1978, I began running my own boat which was leased from my
father. I have been fishing for salmon for most of my life in the Kodiak area. There· have been many
good seasons financially and many bad, but I don't attribute these fluctuations to the management plan
currently in place. I attribute it to the value of the salmon, which in my opinion could be changed ifwe
fishermen came together throughout the state to fight for better prices. Instead we fight amongst each
other for a bigger share of the pie, and miss the big picture.

I oppose proposals 51 through 56. My reasons are that the Chignik salmon fishery is a shorter season
with less competition and higher average earnings than the Kodiak fishery; I do not believe there are
valid arguments for changing the management plan. The Chignik Salmon fishery is approximately 6
weeks long. The Kodiak salmon fishery lasts approximately 14 weeks. The Kodiak salmon fishery is
comprised of multiple gear types, Chignk only has seiners. Between the seiners, set-netters and the
beach seiners, Kodiak has almost 6 times more permits competing than Chignik. Finally, in 27 of the last
37 years, Chignik fishermen have maintained higher gross average earnings per permit for salmon than
the Kodiak fishermen. The Cape lgvak section fishery is a component of both area fisheries and a fair
plan has been in place to allocate a portion of that run to each group interested in catching those fish.

I would like to reiterate my belief that the problem lies with the ex-vessel prices for salmon rather than
the management plan and there is no reason to argue and fight to change the regulations. Why change a
management plan that has been proven to work for both areas? I ask that you do not make changes to
this plan; please reject proposals 5 1-56.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

Ir'-- I{,
Ken Christiansen
f/vMary Ann
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KODIAK NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMMENTS ON
ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES PROPOSAL #58
for the
KODIAK MANAGEMENT AREA

State of Alaska
Board of Fisheries Meeting
January 10 – 13, 2017
Anchorage, Alaska
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United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY REFER TO
Underwood

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge
1390 Buskin River Road
Kodiak, Alaska 99615-0323
(907) 487-2600
December 14, 2016

John Jensen
Chair, Alaska Board of Fisheries
ADF&G Boards Support,
P.O. Box 115526,
Juneau, AK, 99811-5526
Chairman Jensen,
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge) is obligated to comment on Proposal #58 currently
before the Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF). The Kodiak Office of the Alaska Department Fish
and Game (the Department) has kept the Refuge apprised of their response and consulted on the
internal memorandum (dated 12/7/2016; here after the “Memorandum”) to the Regional
Supervisor, Region IV Division of Commercial Fisheries from the Regional Finfish Research
Supervisor and Regional Finfish Research Biologist. We commend the Department for their
excellent analysis.
The Refuge, from a biological perspective, agrees with the Memorandum and would highlight a
few of its conclusions. First, we agree with the conclusion that “the potential for in-river jack
culling to mitigate future jack returns is poor.” A certain number of jack sockeye salmon will
remain in the returns and the percentage will continue to fluctuate among years. Second, we agree
that several risks are associated with a culling program, including loss of nutrients to the lake, lack
of fertilization during spawning, and potential to reduce the population variation in genetic
structure. Targeting a specific life history may also target alleles on specific chromosome loci
changing allele frequency in the spawning population. The listed potential effects are complex
and difficult to quantify.
Kodiak Refuge largely depends on the Department to maintain cyclical salmon populations within
historic levels and maintain the genetic integrity of spawning populations. Thus, there is a nexus
between the Refuge and the proposed activity. Recent literature by Schindler et al. (2010)
describes the importance of maintaining the whole portfolio of spawning stocks to provide the
maximum resilience to changing environmental conditions, “the portfolio effect”. The research
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demonstrated that maintaining the whole portfolio reduced annual variation in salmon returns and
commercial fishing closures. As budgets become more limited, the Refuge would like to see the
Departments fisheries budget used effectively.
While the Refuge has not opposed small experimental culling programs in the past by the
Department, such as the one that occurred at the lower Dog Salmon weir, the scope and location of
this Proposal places consideration of the activity in a different category, a new refuge use. Our
additional comments to the Board are meant to clarify the Refuge’s position and perspective
regarding our mandates for administrative action when a new Refuge use is proposed.

We reiterate that the current lease does not authorize a culling program at Frazer fish pass. To
clarify, the main purpose of a land lease from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is to
authorize occupancy. At Frazer fish pass, the lease gives the Department the right to occupy the
site to place the weir and facilities need for the operation of the fish weir. Section 5 of the lease
provides for a base “. . . for research and management activities . . . for the purpose of operating
the weir. Whether couched as a management or research activity, the proposal to cull Sockeye
Salmon is not for the purpose of operating or managing the weir.
The Memorandum provides the Refuge’s Letter (dated 12/2/2016; here after the “Letter”) to the
Regional Finfish Research Supervisor (see attachment). The Letter was in response to the timely
briefing on the Department’s deliberation regarding Proposal #58. The administrative process is
listed below:
1. A request for authorization and detailed operational plan would need to be submitted
to the Refuge;
2. An Appropriate Use Determination would need to be completed;
3. If found “Appropriate”, a Compatibility Determination (CD) would need to be
completed; and
4. Either in conjunction with the CD or separately, an appropriate National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis and decision document would be need t
be completed.
5. Issuance of a Special Use Permit, potentially, depending on the outcome of the above.
Listed items 3 and 4 above require public comment periods of at least two weeks to one month
(may be concurrent).
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The NEPA analysis would require the consideration of reasonable alternatives. The Refuge is
obligated to consider effects broader than just fish management (i.e., public use, bear behavior,
system ecology) as well as alternate locations (i.e., lower Dog Salmon River weir). As listed in
the Letter, preliminary in-house scoping for a NEPA analysis identified the following potential
issues of concern:
• Bear behavior (attraction) at the Frazer Fish Pass as a result of the culling operation
• Bear behavior (attraction) to the access trail and lake access site due to carcass
transportation
• Bear behavior changes in response to the deposition of carcasses in Frazer Lake
• Bear behavior (attraction) at Frazer Fish Pass weir as result of unintended depositions from
culling operation.
• Number and location of bear/human interactions
• Loss of production of Sockeye Salmon from under-seeding annual egg production
• Ecology of Frazer Lake as impacted by carcass deposition
• Impact to the bear-viewing public (700-900 people annually) and commercial operators
supporting wildlife viewing priority public uses for the Refuge
• Loss of the genetic diversity and structure of the run
• Impact to recreational fishers and cabin users at Frazer Lake and Dog Salmon Creek
Further scoping with partners and the public may increase or decrease the number of issues of
concern.
In conclusion, the Refuge must consider the proposed activity from a biological, public use, and
administrative perspective. From a biological perspective, it appears that the project will not be
effective in achieving the stated goal of reducing the jack component and increasing the
harvestable surplus, and the activity could potentially eliminate other needed management projects
on Kodiak Refuge (e.g., We understand that funding for the lower Dog Salmon River weir may be
in questions.) In addition, potential consequences to the ecology cannot be fully known or
quantified. As described the proposed use may affect the bear-viewing visitors. From an
administrative perspective, the current lease does not authorize the activity, and the use would be
considered a “new use” triggering an administrative process.
Literature cited:
Schindler, D.,R. Hilborn, B. Chasco, C. Boatright, T. Quinn, L Rogers, and M. Webster.
2010. Population diversity and the portfolio effect in an exploited species. Nature Vol. 465,
No. 3.
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Respectfully,

Tevis Underwood
Acting Refuge Manager
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge
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United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY REFER TO
Underwood

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge
1390 Buskin River Road
Kodiak, Alaska 99615-0323
(907) 487-2600

December 2, 2016
Kevin Schaberg, Regional Finfish Research Supervisor
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Division of Commercial Fisheries, Region IV
351 Research Court
Kodiak, Alaska 99615-7400
Dear Kevin,
Thank you for the briefing you provided on Friday, November 18, regarding the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game’s (Department) consideration of Proposal #58, Alitak District
Salmon Management Plan, currently before the Alaska Board of Fish. This proposal seeks a
program to “Limit escapement of jack Sockeye Salmon into Frazer Lake to no more than 15
percent of total Frazer Lake Sockeye Salmon escapement.” Further, the proposal suggests that “A
system could be devised to trap and cull any excess jacks to be used as added nutrients into the
lake should an overage occur.” The program is proposed for a period of 4 years (until 2020) and
requires reporting and a full evaluation at the conclusion of the program.
We understand from your briefing that, in response to this Proposal, the Department is considering
the culling of jack Sockeye Salmon at the Frazer fish pass, transportation of the carcasses to Frazer
Lake along the existing public access trail, and then depositing the carcasses in Frazer Lake. We
followed through on our promised to initiate an internal review. Our intent is not criticism of the
proposal; rather, we are fulfilling our requirement to consider all aspects of refuge, resource, and
public-use management on the Refuge.
To begin, we reviewed the existing 50-year lease agreement (dated May 25th 1995) for weir
operations at Frazer Lake (including the fish pass and other sites) signed by the Department and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service). Section 5 of this lease, “Use Rights”, is particularly
pertinent to this proposal, and we concluded that the lease agreement does not authorize the
proposed activities in and around Frazer Lake.
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We then reviewed the Proposal in reference to national policies on appropriate use and compatible
use, applied to all refuges in the National Wildlife Refuge System (NWRS). Based on the
information in your briefing, the proposed amount, location, and disposal of culled salmon would
be considered a new use. Refuge “uses” are defined in 603 FW2, which requires us to review new
and existing uses within units of the NWRS. We understand that the activities in the proposal
would be a “Specialized Use” described in 603 FW1 Section 1.10D of that policy. These are
considered on a case by case basis. The Refuge must consider the potential effects of these
proposed activities (“use”) within the Refuge before they can be allowed. National policies for
Appropriate Use and Compatibility were developed under statutory authority of the National
Wildlife Refuge Administration Act of 1966 as amended by the Refuge Improvement Act of 1997
and others, specifically policies 603 FW 1 and 603 FW 2. Appropriate uses must meet specific
criteria (603 FW 1, section 1.11). If the criteria are met, the use is appropriate, and then
separately, compatibility is determined through analysis. All uses allowed must be determined to
be compatible. A “compatible use” is defined as follows:
Compatible use: A proposed or existing wildlife-dependent recreational use or any
other use of a national wildlife refuge that, based on sound professional judgment,
will not materially interfere with or detract from the fulfillment of the NWRS
mission or the purposes of the national wildlife refuge.
Some concerns we have identified based on our preliminary assessment of the information
provided in your briefing include these potential impacts:
• Bear behavior (attraction) at the Frazer Fish Pass as a result of the culling operation
• Bear behavior (attraction) to the access trail and lake access site due to carcass
transportation
• Bear behavior changes in response to the deposition of carcasses in Frazer Lake
• Number and location of bear/human interactions
• Loss of production of Sockeye Salmon from under-seeding annual egg production,
• Ecology of Frazer Lake as impacted by carcass deposition
• Impact to the bear-viewing public and commercial operators supporting wildlife viewing,
priority public uses for the Refuge
• Loss of the genetic diversity and structure of the run
• Impact to recreational fishers and cabin users at Frazer Lake and Dog Salmon Creek
Some concerns are location specific, i.e. to the Frazer fish pass. Others may or may not be
“significant,” but that determination would be made after appropriate analysis. A more detailed
operations plan would be necessary to fully analyze some of these impacts.
We determined that it would take approximately 45 days for Refuge staff to complete an
Appropriate Use analysis and Compatibility Determination, including a required public comment
period for compatibility. If the activities are found to be appropriate and compatible, and the
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Department wanted to conduct the activities, the Service would also need to conduct an analysis
under the National Environmental Policy Act before the activities could begin.
If you have further questions on our concerns or additional details on the appropriate use and
compatibility processes, or if we need to discuss the proposal further, please contact Tevis
Underwood, Deputy Refuge Manager at 487-2600. Thank you again for your proactive
communication.

Respectfully,

for
Anne Marie La Rosa
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge Manager
Cc:

Nick Sagalkin, Regional Supervisor
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Opposition to Changes in the Cape Igvak Management
Plan
Resolution 2016-001
Dated: December 27, 2016
A RESOLUTION OPPOSING CHANGES TO THE CAPE IGVAK MANAGEMENT
PLAN FOR COMMERCIAL FISHING IN THE CAPE IGVAK SECTION OF THE
KODIAK MANAGEMENT AREA.
WHEREAS, before limited entry, in the late 1960s, Kodiak and Chignik based
fishermen developed the Cape Igvak commercial salmon fishery as an
important component to their respective fisheries; and
WHEREAS, the Cape Igvak fishery continued to develop and expand after 1973 when
fishermen were limited to a single registration area; and
WHEREAS, the Alaska Board of Fisheries, in 1978, established the Cape Igvak
fisheries management plan; and
WHEREAS,

the Cape Igvak management plan balanced the equities between Kodiak
fishermen and Chignik fishermen by limiting Kodiak fishermen's Cape
Igvak Catches to 15% of the total Chignik area sockeye salmon catch but
also insuring that Chignik area fishermen harvest a minimum of 600,000
sockeye salmon before the Cape Igvak fishery is open for fishing; and

WHEREAS, the 36 year average allocation to Kodiak fishermen fishing under the Cape
Igvak Management Plan has been 12% of the total Chignik area sockeye
salmon catch; and
WHEREAS, the catch of Chignik bound sockeye by Kodiak fishermen at Cape Igvak
has been less than the 15% allocation in 27 of the 36 years the Cape Igvak
Management plan has been in place; and
WHEREAS, Chignik biological escapement goals have been met throughout the time
that the Cape Igvak management plan has been in place; and
WHEREAS,

the Cape Igvak management plan does not threaten Chignik area
biological escapement goals; and

WHEREAS,

the characteristics and number of participants in the fishery have not
changed;and

WHEREAS, Chignik fishermen continue to have larger average salmon fishing earnings

1
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than Kodiak fishermen and enjoy substantially higher salmon permit
values that Kodiak fishermen; and
WHEREAS, both Kodiak fishermen and Chignik fishermen continue to enjoy the same
alternative fishery resources; and
WHEREAS, Kodiak fishermen from Kodiak's village communities are dependent on
the Cape lgvak fishery; and
WHEREAS

a far larger percentage of Kodiak salmon permit holders continue to reside
in the Kodiak area and Alaska than do Chignik area salmon permit holders
residing in Chignik; and

WHEREAS, there are no changes in circumstances, either biological, economic or
regulatory that would justify changes to the Cape lgvak management plan;
and
WHEREAS, the following tribes and Alaska Native Corporations endorse this
resolution:
The Native Village of Ouzinkie
Ouzinkie Native Corporation
Koniag, Inc.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Alaska Board of
Fisheries NOT make changes to the Cape Igvak
management plan.

<J)i,l ~4
Tom Panamaroff, Regional &
Legislative Affairs Executive
Koniag, Inc.

2
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Support for the Establishment of a Limited Duration
Subsistence Salmon Harvest Area in Ouzinkie Harbor
Resolution 2016-002
Dated: December 27, 2016
A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A LIMITED DURATION
SUBSISTENCE SALMON HARVEST AREA IN OUZINKIE HARBOR.
WHEREAS,

Ouzinkie is a small Alutiiq village that continues to prioritize subsistence harvests
and the subsistence way of life; and

WHEREAS, The Ouzinkie Native Corporation has cooperated with the Kodiak Regional
Aquaculture Association by providing access to the water source for the Kitoi Bay
Hatchery; and
WHEREAS, the Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association in conjunction with the community
of Ouzinkie developed a sockeye imprinting project in Ouzinkie harbor so that
sockeye salmon return to the harbor for subsistence harvest; and
WHEREAS,

the community of Ouzinkie has supported the project by purchasing the rearing
pens and feeding the sockeye salmon fry during the imprinting process; and

WHEREAS, the first sockeye salmon returned to the Ouzinkie harbor in 2015 and the
community of Ouzinkie greatly enjoyed and utilized the subsistence harvest of
sockeye salmon in proximity to the community; and
WHEREAS, during the 2016 return of sockeye to Ouzinkie harbor, a commercial seine vessel
entered the area and "scooped up" the sockeye intended for Ouzinkie subsistence
us right in front of the nets set for catching subsistence fish; and
WHEREAS, Kodiak purse seine vessels have not historically fished in the Ouzinkie harbor and
there is ample opportunity for commercial salmon fishermen to catch sockeye
returning to Ouzinkie as "common property" fish prior to the fish reaching
Ouzinkie harbor; and
WHEREAS,

a limited duration exclusive subsistence fishery in the Ouzinkie harbor would
provide for the subsistence needs of Ouzinkie residents and other subsistence
fishermen; and

WHEREAS, the following tribes, Native Corporations and municipal governments endorse this
resolution:
The Native Village of Ouzinkie
Ouzinkie Native Corporation
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City of Ouzinkie

Koniag, Inc.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Alaska Board of
Fisheries establish an exclusive subsistence fishery in the
Ouzinkie Harbor area from July 1 through August 15 of

,/ieach year.
Tom Panam off, Regional &
Legislative Affairs Executive
Koniag, Inc.
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ATTN: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Opposition to Proposals 51 through 56, 59, 62, 63, and 65

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members,

My name is Matt Alward and I started fishing in the Kodiak salmon seine fishery as a deckhand in 1995
and bought a boat in 2008 and have been participating in the fishery since. I oppose proposals 51
through 56 seeking to make allocative changes to the Cape Igvak Salmon Management Plan 5AAC
18.360, proposal 59 that would implement a mandatory minimum commercial salmon fishery closure of
63 consecutive hours during every week in both the Westside and Alitak districts, proposals 62 and 63
that propose to create closed waters around the terminus of the Ayakulik river, and proposal 65 that
would require seine gear modifications.

Long before limited entry came into existence Kodiak fishermen had been fishing in the Cape Igvak
section. When the State limited fisheries people had to make a choice where to fish, and many picked
Kodiak because of the diversity of the region that included Igvak. Five years later, in 1778, the Cape
Igvak Salmon Management Plan was implemented and has only had two very slight changes since. It is
one of the oldest management plans in the state and has served both areas well. From 1978 through
2016 Chignik has averaged 37.5% higher earnings than Kodiak fishermen while fishing a shorter season.
Given that there have been no new changes to either fisheries, and Chignik fishermen already earn more
than Kodiak fishermen on average, I do not see any justification to change an allocative management
plan that has been in effect for 38 years. I would like to point out that the plan calls for managing for an
Igvak harvest that will approach as near as possible 15% of the total Chignik sockeye salmon catch and
the 38 year average is 12% with Kodiak only going over 15% 8 years. This shows that Fish and Game has
done an excellent job managing the Cape Igvak fishery and there is no reason to change the plan for
management reasons. Chignik has also met escapement goals the years that Kodiak has fished in Igvak
so there is no biological reason to close Igvak. Since there are no financial, managerial, or biological
reasons to change the Cape Igvak Management Plan and these proposals are just one user group
wanting more fish at the expense of another group, I urge you to not pass proposals 51, 53, 54, 55, and
56.
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Proposal 52 would make it mandatory to report into and out of Cape Igvak section. The proposer is
implying that there is incentive to take fish caught in Igvak across to be delivered on Kodiak Island and
misreport on our fish tickets where the fish were caught. It sounds to me like I’m being accused of
breaking the law without any evidence, and I believe that it would be a mistake to pass a proposal based
on unsubstantiated allegations. My cannery is located on the West side of Kodiak Island and there has
been times in the past when the cannery couldn’t get a tender over to Igvak in time for a closure and
I’ve brought fish back to the island, but they were always reported as caught in Cape Igvak section.

Proposal 59 would require a 63 hour closure every week in the Westside and Alitak sections for
conservation of Alitak bound sockeye salmon. The Westside section is managed for local stocks and to
have a mandatory closure to protect Alitak stocks could cause over escapement of Karluk bound fish.
According to the “Genetic Stock Composition of Commercial Harvest of Sockeye Salmon in Kodiak
Management Area, 2014-2016” tables 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, and 26, the yearly average of Upper Station and
Akalura bound fish caught in the Westside section was .0122% of the total Westside harvest. To risk
over escaping Karluk for such a low percentage of Alitak fish would be a crime in my opinion and I ask
that you do not pass proposal 59.

The Inner Ayakulik Section is managed on an emergency order basis to control over escapement of
sockeye or pink salmon into the Ayakulik River. Having a short opening up to the stream terminus is an
effective way to control over abundance of fish and to take that away would require more fishing time
further away from the river mouth to achieve the same goal. Extended fishing time in outer areas would
result in more chance of catching King salmon which would result in the opposite effect than what the
proposer intends. Setting up a 1000 or 500 yard closed area would also create an enforcement issue.
It’s very hard to define the exact radius around a river mouth and it would be very difficult for
enforcement to determine if someone went into closed waters. I would like to point out that by July
15th 97% of the Ayakulik king salmon run is already past the weir and proposal 63 would close the area
for the entire season. I would also like to point out that from 2005 through 2015 the commercial fleet
has harvested a total of 144 king salmon in Inner Ayakulik (pg. 88 staff comments) and in the same time
according to log book data the sport fishery has harvested 512 king salmon and caught and released
7295 (pg. 89 staff comments). The commercial fleet is also required to return king salmon over 28
inches to the water unharmed so even if we did have king salmon harvest they go back in the water. For
these reasons I ask that you do not pass proposals 62 and 63.

Proposal 65 states that there should be 4 ½” mesh in purse seines until July 15th to allow juvenile
Chinook and Chum salmon to pass through the net. I would like to point out that 4 ½” mesh size is close
to what is used in a pink salmon gillnet and I believe would gill juvenile salmon causing more harm than
good. As someone who owns a business that repairs and builds purse seines I would like to point out
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that the cost of new web for a two strip seine would be approximately $4,500.00 without the labor to
remove and replace the old web.

In closing I want to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Kodiak finfish meeting proposals.

Sincerely,

Matt Alward

Owner-Alward Fisheries LLC
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December 27, 2016
Board of Fisheries,
My name is Minnie Skonberg and I am now the owner of the F/V Amy Rae since my husband
Roy Skonberg passed away 14 years ago. I have had a tough time making ends meet since
then , not only because of his passing, but because of the price of fish and the upkeep of
my boat, which I had to take a loan out from the only processor here, which is Trident. I
haven't been able to pay them back because of the low fish price and because we haven't
had lucrative fishing runs in the past few years.
I live in Chignik all year since I was a chi ld and my family has always relied on fishing for
our livelihood. I am barely able to pay for fuel and groceries and because I owe Trident I
have been unable to fish my boat for the past two years.
I am in support of Proposals 51 - 56 that are being presented at the meetings and would
like you to consider the hardships that we have encountered in our Community. This has
affected all of my family, children , grandchildren and relatives that live here, as well as
the rest of the Community. There are no jobs here because the City is also having
difficulty with no processing taxes from the Processors. This makes it hard to rely on
fishing to make a living and there are really no other options, because there are no jobs
here.
Thank yo~

~ ~~
F/V Amy Rae
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ff. £9. 9Joa; 130
l9urJttliie, (lJl 99644-0130

nvo,clerk@gmall com

RE: OpposlUon to Changes In the Cape lgvak Management Plan

Dear Chairman Jensen ilnd Board Momb11ra:

I appreciate the opportunity to common! on proposed changes to the Cape lgvnk Management Plan. Ouzinkie &almon ni.hormon
participate In the Capo lgvak flshory ilnd also bonofit whon other Kodiak fishermen are engaged at lg11ak.

Bofora limited enlry Kodiak

and Chlg nlk fishermen devoloped the Cape lgvak commercial salmon Oshery as ,m Important component t o

their respective fisheries. The Cape lgvnk flshllf)' continued to develop oml expand after 1973 when fishermen were limited to a slnglo
registration area. In 197B, the Board of Fisheries established the Copa lgvek Management Plan, which balanced equity between Kodiak
and Chignik fishermen by limiting Kodiak's Cape lgvak catchos to 15"-' or the total Chignik sockoyc 5.llmon catch. lt also Insured that
Chignik area flshormon harvest a minimum of 600,000 aockeye salmon before the Cape lgvak fishery opens.

The 36 yeu average allocellon or Kodiak fishermen ATTN: BOF Comment$ Boards Support SoctlonlAlaska Department ol Fish and
Gama P.O. Box 115526 Juneou, AK 99811·5526

under u,e Cape lgvak Management Ph1n has been 12% of tho total Chignik area sockoya salmon c:atch and the catch of Chignik bound
sockeye b~ Kodiak fishermen at Cope lgvok has been less !hon the 15% 11Uocatlon In 27 of tho 3G yoars tho plan has boon In place. The
Chlgnlk blologlcal escapement goals have been met throughout the time that the plan has been In place and therefore the plan does not
threatan Chignik area blologlcal escapement goals. The characlerlsUcs and number of participants In the flshory has not changed and
furthermore Chignik fisherman et,ntlnua ta have larger average salmon fishing earnings than Kodiak fisherman In addition to
substantlally higher pormlt values. Moreover both Kodiak and Chignik flshormon continua to onjoy tho samo eltornoti110 flshory
resourcas. Fisherman from Kodiak's village communitlos are dependent on the Cape lgvak fishery and a far larger percentage or Kodiak
salmon permit holder.i reside In the Kodiak area and Alaska than do Chignik aroo salmon pormlt holders. Lastly, thoro aro no blologlcal,
economic or regulatory changes In clrcumstancBB that would ju&tlfy changes lo the Cape lgak Management Plan.

Therefore, I aak that the Alaska Board of Fisheries not make changes to this plan by rujectlng proposals 51·56. Thank you for your
consldorallon.

Sincerely,

/)}iJJ/~
Robert Boskofsky President

Tel (907} 680.2259 or eao.2217

e-mail· nvo cierk@gmail.com
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Norine Jones
P.O Box 3
Chignik, AK 99564
Alaska Board of Fisheries dfg.bof.comments@a laska.gov
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Subject: Kodiak--Cape lgvak Fishery Relative to Proposals 51-56.

Dear Board of Fisheries Members
I have been in the Chignik salmon fishery for 46 years with my late husband Mori Jones as a
crew member, permit holder and owne r of a purse seine boat and salmon tender. My son now
runs our seine boat.
Chignik is economically depressed. Its foundation is its two local sockeye salmon runs wh ich
are the focus of interception fisheries in Kodiak in the Cape lgvak Section and in Area M in the
Southeastern District Mainland and the Dolgoi Area, in particular. In 2016, all three of those
fisheries harvested numbers well beyond that defined by regulation . It is not right, the laissez
faire approach on the interception of Chignik-bound sockeye salmon. We, Chignik, need your
help, and a starting point would be to roll-back the Kodiak fishery, targ'eting non-local fish,
-

mainly Chignik sockeye salmon at Cape lgvak. Kodiak has its own sockeye runs, at least two
hatcheries, and a multitude of shore-based processors and of course, alternative industries and
infrastructure producing jobs and economic stability. Try to get a job in Chignik. We no longer
have a shore-based processor, not even one. We used to have two going back as far as about
100 years. Chignik needs greater catch volumes to stay afloat economically and culturally.
There are no jobs in Chignik, and too much locally caught fish are now being processed in
Kodiak and Sand Point because there is not sufficient volume to attract a land-based processor.
Respectfully, I ask that the Board seriously consider reducing and simplifying the Cape lgvak
Section Management Plan as follows:
1. In the Cape lgvak Section during the period of June 1 thought July 25, salmon fishing
will close once all sockeye salmon harvested of all origins approach's 7.5% of the total
sockeye catch in the CMA.
2. However, no fishing in the Cape lgvak Section will occur prior to July 26 unless there is
reasonable assurance, based on in-season fishery performance data, that the pre-July 26th
sockeye harvest in the Chignik Management Area will meet or exceed one million fish .

Thank you and sincerely,

STUVWXXYZ[\]
^_U][ST``Wabc
STUVWXXYZ[dc
efgfhgfiej[fkfjklm[no
pqqW`WbXW_c
r_sXtuYvX[SYXcYXXYsv[pvv_wWbXW_c
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United States Department of the Interior
IN REPLY REFER TO:

Office of Subsistence Management
1011 East Tudor Road MS 121
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199

OSM 16104.GP

DEC 1 5 2016

Mr. John Jensen, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Dear Chairman Jensen:

The Alaska Board of Fisheries (Board) will consider 25 proposals, among other issues, at its
Kodiak Area Finfish meeting on January 10-13, 2017. We have reviewed the proposals the
Board will be considering at this meeting.
The Office of Subsistence Management, working with other Federal agencies, has developed the
enclosed preliminary recommendations on proposals that may have impacts on Federally
qualified subsistence users and fisheries resources in this area.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look
forward to working with the Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these issues.
Please contact George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, 907-786-3822, with any questions you
may have concerning these materials.
Sincerely,

~~/

Assistant Regional Director
Enclosure

cc:

Sam Cotten, ADF&G
Anthony Christianson, Chair FSB
Lisa Olson, ADF&G, Anchorage
Hazel Nelson, ADF&G, Anchorage
Thomas Brookover, ADF&G, Anchorage
Administrative Record

Glenn Haight, ADF&G, Juneau
Jill Klein, ADF&G, Anchorage
Stewart Cogswell, OSM, Anchorage
Scott Kelly, ADF&G Juneau
Interagency Staff Committee
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RECOMMENDATIONS
ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES PROPOSALS
KODIAK MANAGEMENT AREA
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE OF SUBSISTENCE MANAGEMENT

January 10 – 13, 2017
Kodiak, Alaska
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Proposal 60 – 5 AAC 18.XXX. Karluk River Special Harvest Area Salmon Management
Plan; and 5AAC 18.362. Westside Kodiak Salmon Management Plan. Create a special
harvest area (SHA) allowing the Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association to harvest Karluk
River sockeye salmon deemed excess to escapement needs, as follows:
Current Federal Regulations: Federal subsistence regulations do not address a specific salmon
fishery for the Karluk system and near shore waters under Federal subsistence fisheries
jurisdiction. Federal subsistence regulations do not address commercial fishing or the proposed
cost recovery mechanism or efforts. The scope of the waters under Federal subsistence fisheries
jurisdiction includes the mouth and marine waters (approximately 11 square miles) surrounding
the Karluk River Lagoon as described below.
§____100.3 Applicability and scope.
(a) The regulations in this part implement the provisions of Title VIII or ANILCA relevant
to the taking of fish and wildlife on public land in the State of Alaska. The regulations in
this part do not permit subsistence uses in Glacier Bay National Park, Kenai Fjords
National Park, Katmai National Park, and that portion of Denali National Park
established as Mt. McKinley National Park prior to passage of ANILCA, where
subsistence taking and uses are prohibited. The regulations in this part do not supersede
agency-specific regulations.
(b) The regulations contained in this part apply on all public lands, including all inland
waters, both navigable and non-navigable, within and adjacent to the exterior
boundaries of the following areas, and on the marine waters as identified in the following
areas:
(1) Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge, including the:
(i) Karluk Subunit: All of the submerged land and water of the Pacific
Ocean (Sheliokof Strait) extending 3,000 feet from the shoreline between a
point on the spit at the meander corner common to Sections 35 and 36 of
Township 30 South, Range 33 West, and a point approximately 11⁄ 4 miles
east of Rocky Point within Section 14 of Township 29 South, Range 31,
West, Seward Meridian as described in Public Land Order 128, dated
June 19, 1943;
Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No.
Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: If this proposal is adopted as written, Federally
qualified subsistence users who choose to fish in the marine waters under Federal subsistence
2
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fisheries jurisdiction near the community of Karluk may encounter competition or interference
by much larger commercial fishing vessels performing the proposed cost recovery effort. During
the proposed commercial fishing cost recovery efforts, subsistence users fishing within the
Karluk Lagoon may experience lower densities of salmon potentially reducing efficiency and
effectiveness of their fishing efforts.
Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to Oppose this
proposal.
Rationale: If adopted as proposed, and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game determines
“excess escapement” is available from either or both Sockeye Salmon runs, the resulting cost
recovery fisheries may result in challenges to the continuation of subsistence uses for Federally
qualified subsistence users during portions of the salmon returns to the Karluk River watershed.
Proposal 66 – 5AAC 64.022. Waters; seasons; bag, possessions limits within the Kodiak
Road Zone: Repeal closed waters provisions for sportfishing for salmon within the Kodiak
Road Zone. Proposal 66 also seeks to change the season and bag and possession limits for Coho
Salmon 20 inches or greater in length in this area.
These comments are focused on the marine waters portion of the proposal which may impact
Federally qualified subsistence users fishing with a rod and reel in the waters of Gibson Cove
and Womens Bay open to Federal subsistence fishing. Several Kodiak Road Zone anadromous
streams flow into Womens Bay where Federally qualified subsistence users could participate in
the Federal subsistence fisheries with a rod and reel while fishing from the shore or from a boat.
Current Federal Regulations:
§____. 27(e)(9)(i)
(i) You may take fish other than salmon, rainbow/steelhead trout, char, bottomfish, or
herring at any time unless restricted by the terms of a subsistence fishing permit. If you
take rainbow/steelhead trout incidentally in other subsistence net fisheries, you may
retain them for subsistence purposes.
(ii) You may take salmon for subsistence purposes 24 hours a day from January 1
through December 31, with the following exceptions:
(iii) You may not subsistence fish for salmon in the following locations:
(A) Womens Bay closed waters—All waters inside a line from the tip of the
Nyman Peninsula (57°43.23′ North latitude, 152°31.51′ West longitude), to the
northeastern tip of Mary's Island (57°42.40′ North latitude, 152°32.00′ West
3
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longitude), to the southeastern shore of Womens Bay at 57°41.95′ North latitude,
152°31.50′ West longitude.
(B) Buskin River closed waters—All waters inside of a line running from a marker
on the bluff north of the mouth of the Buskin River at approximately 57°45.80′
North latitude, 152°28.38′ West longitude, to a point offshore at 57°45.35′ North
latitude, 152°28.15′ West longitude, to a marker located onshore south of the
river mouth at approximately 57°45.15′ North latitude, 152°28.65′ West
longitude.
(v) The annual limit for a subsistence salmon fishing permit holder is as follows:
(A) In the Federal public waters of Kodiak Island, east of the line from Crag
Point south to the westernmost point of Saltery Cove, including the waters of
Woody and Long Islands, and the salt waters bordering this area within 1 mile of
Kodiak Island, excluding the waters bordering Spruce Island, 25 salmon for the
permit holder plus an additional 25 salmon for each member of the same
household whose names are listed on the permit: an additional permit may be
obtained upon request.
(B) In the remainder of the Kodiak Area not described in paragraph (e)(9)(v)(A)
of this section, there is no annual harvest limit for a subsistence salmon fishing
permit holder.
(viii) You may take salmon only by gillnet, rod and reel, or seine.
Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. Federally qualified subsistence users
fishing with a rod and reel in the waters under Federal subsistence fisheries jurisdiction along the
Road Zone are required to possess a Federal subsistence permit. Adoption of this proposal may
both increase Coho Salmon escapement into the Kodiak Road Zone anadromous streams as well
as increase the opportunity for instream Coho Salmon to spawn instead of being harvested in the
sport fishery. Increasing the chances of survival and opportunity to spawn may improve the
overall Coho Salmon returns to the Kodiak Road Zone streams in the future, potentially resulting
in increased subsistence opportunities for Federally qualified users targeting those stocks. If this
proposal is adopted and Coho Salmon returns generally improve along the Kodiak Road Zone,
the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge Manager with delegated authority for managing this
Federal subsistence fishery will be less likely to restrict the subsistence fishery due to
conservation concerns or threats to continuation of subsistence uses.
Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to Support this
proposal.
4
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Rationale: The Alaska Department of Fish and Game indicates additional restrictions on the
Kodiak Road Zone marine and freshwater sport fisheries are necessary to conserve the Coho
Salmon runs. Adoption of this proposal may assist with the long term rebuilding of the road
system stocks potentially resulting in future increases of subsistence fishing opportunities for
Federally qualified subsistence users.
Proposal 67 – 5AAC 64.022. Waters; seasons, bag, possession, annual, and size limits; and
special provisions for the Kodiak Area. Decrease rockfish sport fishery bag and possession
limits in Chiniak Bay and Marmot Bay. The proposed bag limit for rock fish is three fish per day
and six in possession, of which only two fish per day and four in possession may be nonpelagic
rockfish, and only one fish per day and two in possession may be yelloweye rockfish; no size
limit.
Current Federal Regulations:
§_____.27(e)(9) Kodiak Area…
(i) You may take fish other than salmon, rainbow/steelhead trout, char, bottomfish, or
herring at any time unless restricted by the terms of a subsistence fishing permit. If you
take rainbow/steelhead trout incidentally in other subsistence net fisheries, you may
retain them for subsistence purposes
(iv) You must have a subsistence fishing permit for taking salmon, trout, and char for
subsistence purposes. You must have a subsistence fishing permit for taking herring and
bottomfish for subsistence purposes during the State commercial herring sac roe season
from April 15 through June 30.
(vii) You may take fish other than salmon by gear listed in this part unless restricted
under the terms of a subsistence fishing permit.
(viii) You may take salmon only by gillnet, rod and reel, or seine.
§____. 27 Subsistence taking of fish.
(b)(16) Unless specified otherwise in this section, you may use a rod and reel to take fish
without a subsistence fishing permit. Harvest limits applicable to the use of a rod and
reel to take fish for subsistence uses shall be as follows:
(i) If you are required to obtain a subsistence fishing permit for an area, that
permit is required to take fish for subsistence uses with rod and reel in that area.
The harvest and possession limits for taking fish with a rod and reel in those
areas are the same as indicated on the permit issued for subsistence fishing with
other gear types.
5
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(ii) Except as otherwise provided for in this section, if you are not required to
obtain a subsistence fishing permit for an area, the harvest and possession limits
for taking fish for subsistence uses with a rod and reel are the same as for taking
fish under State of Alaska subsistence fishing regulations in those same areas. If
the State does not have a specific subsistence season and/or harvest limit for that
particular species, the limit shall be the same as for taking fish under State of
Alaska sport fishing regulations.
§100.14 Relationship to State procedures and regulations.
(a) State fish and game regulations apply to public lands and such laws are hereby
adopted and made a part of the regulations in this part to the extent they are not
inconsistent with, or superseded by, the regulations in this part.
Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No
Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Adoption of this proposal may contribute to the
conservation of the rock fish populations in the Women’s Bay and Gibson Cove area, both of
which are within the Chiniak Bay area. Adoption of this proposal may assist with reducing
future conservation concerns and assist with reducing challenges to continuation of subsistence
uses. The current Federal subsistence fisheries rock fish harvest limits are the same as the State
of Alaska subsistence fishery limits, which are 2 ling cod and 10 rock fish per day.
Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to Support the
proposal.
Rationale: The Alaska Department of Fish and Game statewide harvest survey data estimates
approximately 105,000 rock fish have been harvested in Chiniak Bay sport fishery from boats
between 2006 through 2015 (annual range 5,040 – 18,570 fish). The estimated harvests for the
Woman’s Bay and Gibson Cove portion of Chiniak Bay are not available. A reduction to overall
mortality rates of rock fish in the area of concern through restricting the overall sport fishery bag
and possession limits may assist with ensuring long term sustainability of the resource.
The current Federal subsistence fisheries rock fish harvest limits are the same as the State of
Alaska subsistence fishery limits which are 2 ling cod and 10 rock fish per day. To date, no rock
fish harvest has been reported from Gibson Cove or Womens Bay by Federally qualified
subsistence users. If warranted, the Federal inseason manager may reduce the bag and
possession limits of rock fish in the Federal subsistence rod and reel fishery authorized in
Woman’s Bay and Gibson Cove.

6
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Proposal 70 – 5AAC 64.022. Waters; seasons; bag, possession, annual, and size limits;
special provisions for the Kodiak Area. Prohibit the use of bait in fresh waters of Kodiak
Archipelago from October 1 - August 15.
Current Federal Regulations:
§100.14 Relationship to State procedures and regulations.
(a) State fish and game regulations apply to public lands and such laws are hereby
adopted and made a part of the regulations in this part to the extent they are not
inconsistent with, or superseded by, the regulations in this part.
§100.25 (j)
(4) You may not intentionally waste or destroy any subsistence-caught fish or shellfish;
however, you may use for bait or other purposes whitefish, herring, and species for which
bag limits, seasons, or other regulatory methods and means are not provided in this
section, as well as the head, tail, fins, and viscera of legally taken subsistence fish.
§____ .27 Subsistence taking of fish.
(b) Methods, means, and general restrictions. (1) Unless otherwise specified in this
section or under terms of a required subsistence fishing permit (as may be modified by
regulations in this section), you may use the following legal types of gear for subsistence
fishing:
(xix) A rod and reel; and
§____ .25 Subsistence taking of fish, wildlife, and shellfish: general regulations.
Hook means a single shanked fishhook with a single eye constructed with one or more
points with or without barbs. A hook without a “barb” means the hook is manufactured
without a barb or the barb has been completely removed or compressed so that barb is in
complete contact with the shaft of the hook.
Rod and reel means either a device upon which a line is stored on a fixed or revolving
spool and is deployed through guides mounted on a flexible pole, or a line that is
attached to a pole. In either case, bait or an artificial fly or lure is used as terminal
tackle. This definition does not include the use of rod and reel gear for snagging.
§____ .27(e)(9) Kodiak Area…
(vii) You may take fish other than salmon by gear listed in this part unless restricted
under the terms of a subsistence fishing permit.
7
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(viii) You may take salmon only by gillnet, rod and reel, or seine.
Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No.
Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. Current Federal subsistence fishing
methods and means regulations authorize the use of specific baits by Federally qualified
subsistence users who choose to fish with a rod and reel in the waters under Federal subsistence
fisheries jurisdiction of the Kodiak area. Federal subsistence statewide regulations define bait as
whitefish, herring, and species for which bag limits, seasons, or other regulatory methods and
means are not provided in Federal subsistence regulations, as well as the head, tail, fins, and
viscera of legally taken subsistence fish. For example, a Federally qualified subsistence user
targeting fish in a Kodiak Area Federal subsidence rod and reel fisheries could use salmon eggs
or other viscera recovered from a salmon harvested in a Federal subsistence fishery for bait.
Conversely, if this proposal is adopted and use of bait is prohibited under State sport fishing
regulations, a Federally qualified subsistence users could not use baits not authorized by
ANILCA such as imported anchovies or farmed shrimp because Federal subsistence regulations
adopt by reference the State sport fishing regulations. If this proposal is adopted, the Federally
qualified subsistence users fishing in the fresh water of the Kodiak area would be prohibited for
using certain types of bait. Prohibiting the use of bait in rod and reel fisheries for some species
of salmon, trout, and char may result in lower success rates and reduced harvest efficiency
potentially requiring increased effort to achieve harvest goals.
Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to Oppose this
proposal.
Rationale: The OSM Opposes this proposal because adoption of this proposal will effectively
restrict Federally qualified subsistence users utilizing a rod and reel in the Federal subsistence
fisheries of the Kodiak Area by prohibiting the use of baits other than whitefish, herring, and
species for which bag limits, seasons, or other regulatory methods and means are not provided in
Federal subsistence regulations, as well as the head, tail, fins, and viscera of legally taken
subsistence fish.
Adoption of this proposal may result in placing the administrative burden on Federally qualified
users who desire to continue to use the types of bait not defined in ANILCA (i.e. farmed shrimp)
while using a rod and reel in the Federal subsistence fisheries by requiring users to submit a
Special Action Request to the Federal Subsistence Board to temporarily reauthorize the use of
those types of bait not authorized in ANILCA. The Federally qualified user would be further
burdened by being required to submit a proposal to the Federal Subsistence Board during the
next fisheries regulatory cycle to make the use of all types of bait in the referenced fisheries
permanent.
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OSM is not aware of the current levels or types of bait usage in the Federal subsistence rod and
reel fisheries in Federal public waters of the Kodiak area. Additionally, the Federal subsistence
management program has not received proposals to prohibit the use of any type of bait in the
Federal subsistence fisheries to date. Finally, adoption of this proposal will result in divergence
in State and Federal regulations which may cause user confusion and enforcement concerns.
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NATIVE CORPORATION
AITN: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section/Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
RE: Opposition to Changes in the Cape lgvak Management Plan

Dear Chairman Jensen and Board Members:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on proposed changes to the Cape lgvak Management Plan. Ouzinkie
salmon fishermen participate In the Cape lgvak fishery and also benefit when other Kodiak fishermen are
engaged at lgvak.
Before limited entry Kodiak and Chignik fishermen developed the Cape lgvak commercial salmon fishery as an
important component to their respective fisheries. The Cape lgvak fishery continued to develop and expand
after 1973 when fishermen were limited to a single registration area. In 1978, the Board of Fisheries established
the Cape lgvak Management Plan, which balanced equity between Kodiak and Chignik fishermen by llmltlng
Kodiak's Cape lgvak catches to 15% of the total Chignik sockeye salmon catch. It also insured that Chignik area
fishermen harvest a minimum of 600,000 sockeye salmon before the Cape lgvak fishery opens.
The 36 year average allocation of Kodiak fishermen under the Cape lgvak Management Plan has been 12% of the
total Chignik area sockeye salmon catch and the catch of Chignik bound sockeye by Kodiak fishermen at Cape
lgvak has been less than the 15% allocation in 27 of the 36 years the plan has been In place. The Chignik
biological escapement goals have been met throughout the tlme that the plan has been in place and therefore
the plan does not threaten Chignik area biological escapement goals. The characteristics and number of
participants In the fishery has not changed and furthermore Chignik fishermen continue to have larger average
salmon fishing earnings than Kodiak fishermen in addition to substantially higher permit values. Moreover both
Kodiak and Chignik fishermen continue to enjoy the same alternative fishery resources. Fishermen from Kodiak's
village communities are dependent on the Cape lgvak fishery and a far larger percentage of Kodiak salmon
permit holders reside in the Kodiak area and Alaska than do Chignik area salmon permit holders. Lastly, there
are no biological, economic or regulatory changes in circumstances that would justify changes to the Cape lgak
Management Plan.
Therefore, I ask that the Alaska Board of Fisheries not make changes to this plan by rejecting proposals 51-56.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

Darren Muller, Sr.
Chairman
Ouzinkie Native Corporation
Main Office: P.O. Box 89 • Ouzinkie, AK 99644 • 907.680.2208
Anchorage Office: 11001 O'Malley Centre Drive Ste. 105 • Anchorage, AK 99515 • 907.561.2452
www.ouzinkie.com
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December 15, 2016

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Peter Anderson and I've been a fisherman for over twenty years and now run my own boat
and I am a permit holder in Chignik, Alaska, where I live year round as well. I have a family of six and we
have all suffered from the devastating effects of the fishery, not only in the price of fi sh but also the
limited amount of processors that come to Chignik. Three years ago I took out a loan from the State of
Alaska to work on my boat, as it needed repair and now we are struggling to make payments as well as
trying to make it through the year here in Chignik with the prices of fuel and groceries. The hardships
have made it impossible for our family to leave Chignik for medical or even to leave to visit family
outside of Chignik.
I support Proposals 51 through 56 and believe that if the inbound fish to Chignik weren't being
intercepted by lgvak we would not have been hit so hard financially. When Kodiak was having a
hardship years ago, they were allowed to open their fishery to intercept Chignik fish and now we are
having a hardship due to that decision and can't even make ends meet with Kodiak allocation of our
total "anticipated" catch. So now that we are having a hardship, would Kodiak think it was fair for us to
be allocated a percentage of their fish? I highly doubt it. It was opened to supplement Kodiak's
fi sherman, but as I see it they are benefitting more from our fi shery than we are. Especially with their
competitive prices of the many canneries in Kodiak and how they cater to their fisherman, while we are
left out of the accessible variety of a competitive market.
I am also a City of Chignik Council Member and I can also speak for the City being in financial distress
due to the fact that the City has depended on the landing fish tax to stay running. It has devastated the
local economy in that this is primarily a fishing community and therefore, most people have moved out
of this town due to not being able to make a living here and we barely have enough children to keep the
school open. It was closed for two years and had a huge impact on the children here as well.
We rely heavily on fi shing in Chignik and so do the surrounding villages, and if we can keep the
allocation here and not just to supplement Kodiak's fisherman, it might be beneficial not to just my
family, but to the community as a whole.
I hope that the decisions you make will be fair to Chignik, AK fisherman and all of the surrounding
communities that depend on the Chignik fishery for a living and will consider our dire financial state and
livelihood.

Peter Anderson
F/V Patti Ann
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December 26, 2016

RaechelAllen

PO Box 84
Chignik, Ak 99564

To the Chairman and Members of the Board of Fish:
I have been in Chignik since I was 9. I have been a deckhand for lOyrs and have run a seiner (between
me and my husband) for 28years. I support proposal 51-56.
Years ago when 15% was given, it was thought by many that Chignik was having a bonanza. And it was
even suggested that giving the 15% was for the welfare of Chignik to keep the limited entry from issuing
more permits. But, this short sighted approach never imagined the devastating effects that would come
when salmon prices rapidly declined. The allocation was given at a time of plenty and no one present
ever even mentioned the possibility of hard times as long as there were enough fish to go around. There
was no consideration that this would be Chigniks only real resource to generate income for its residents.
It has slowly siphoned away enough income that would have been spent on bigger boats that would
have given the ability to fish the cod resource competitively, which is now caught largely by Kodiak
based boats. It would have been spent on gear and diversification.
It siphoned enough fish away that shore based processors have all but abandoned Chignik. The
remaining one brings in a floater for a brief part of the season. Most are longhauled. Now all species
available in the area including halibut are processed and taxed in the interception areas on either side of
us.
Since 1978, the lgvak allocation has conservatively removed at least $41 million from the Chignik
fishermen (calculated on lgvak catches at 80% thru 2013 totaling over 6,920,000 sockeye at just $1.00lb)
My family and I have repetitively been out East catching upwards of 1000 sockeye a day, and 24hours
after lgvak opened our catch dropped to less than 100 a day. They are very effective. We then only had
a weak second run to hope for and scratch on. We don't make much income from other salmon species.
The culture in Chignik Bay is changing and it is from lack rather than abundance.
Residents are steadily leaving the villages. This has caused the closure of the school in the Bay in 2013
2014 school year. We are anticipating it to be closed next year. The few who remain struggle to make
ends meet. The only year-round store (run out of the living room) has stated that many residents cannot
pay their accounts. They have given notice to the community that they will be leaving town. No house
has been built in the Bay aside from HUD housing for low income families in over 20 years. The only
barge line, Coastal Transportation, has been pairing down service because it is not economically feasible
to even drive into Chignik because of less commerce due to less fish to ship, less fishermen making gear
purchases to import, and less households to bring in groceries for. The more they abandon Chignik the
more folks will struggle with higher shipping costs.
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Chignik struggles to keep the electricity flowing as the generator is in need of repair and stops
frequently and the backup generator is in peices.
I have witnessed two young men whom were childhood friends, who worked as deckhands in the late
80's and 90's, now living in Anchorage homeless and on the streets.
Chignik is turning into a seasonal fish camp for those who can find a way to gear up or haven't lost their
boat.
No one thing is solely responsible for the demise of Chignik, but if the 15% allocation had never been
given, Chignik would likely not be in this state of entropy. If 200,000 more fish were allowed to return to
Chignik annually in this time of need, at $1.00 a lb it would immediately inject $1,200,000 into the
fishing economy of Chignik giving each crew $2,000 and every boat $14,000 more dollars. This amount
will slow and over time even turn around the demise of Chignik. But shouldn't, in our time of need, the
people of Chignik receive the same type of immediate response given Kodiak in 1978. Kodiak has the
luxury of Wal-Mart and a hospital and restaurants and law enforcement and processors and paved roads
and tourism, a coastguard base and many fisheries. Please at the least suspend the lgvak allocation
letting the salmon return to Chignik until such a time that a healthy economy and viability return to
Chignik.
Sincerely,

iz~~~~
RaechelAllen

P.S. It is an offense to locate this meeting at Kodiak, making it more expensive for some and impossible
financially for others in Chignik to attend. Isn't 15% for 39 years enough of our income being channeled
into Kodiak? Anchorage would be an appropriate location.
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Date: December st\ 2016

To: Alaska Board of Fisheries
ADF&G Boards Supports
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811-5526

BOARDS
From: Scott Campbell Sr
Re: Support of proposal RC 40

I am a partner/ manager with my son in the fishing vessel Seabrooke which participates in the Bairdi
fishery in the Bering Sea. I am writing in support of proposal of RC 40 which could potentially allow the
Bering Sea District commercial Tanner crab fishery west of 166 to open for the 2016-2017 season. The
last few years that our vessel Seabrooke has fished the Tanner crab fishery in the Bering Sea we have
observed a steady increase in our CPUE especially in the Western district. In the 2015-2016 Western
district Tanner crab season our vessel observed some of the most robust fishing that we have ever had
over a very large geographical area. Our captain started out fishing just west of 56N & 166W and ended
the season at just below 58N & 171.30W. He was able to observe a very healthy stock with a good mix
of recruitment of small males, females and abundance of legal male populations which was reflected in
tnis year's survey. The Tanner crab fishery has become a very viable and healthy fishery over the last
few years which made up approximately 54% of our crew and vessel income. The economic loss to the
vessels, crews, and companies associated with this fishery are very large do to the 2016-2017 Tanner
crab closure and reduction of TAC's in the King crab and Snow crab fisheries. Our company made
capital investments in purchasing quota in the Tanner crab fishery based on the health of the fishery we
have observed while fishing and the continued increase in TAC's that have occurred up until this year. If
a conservative TAC could be implemented for the Western Tanner crab district for the 2016-2017 fishing
year, I feel that it would not be a substantial risk to the health of the fishery based on our at sea fishing
observations during the 2015-2016 fishing season and given that the 2016 survey shows a mature male
Tanner crab increase of 13% from the previous 2015 survey. The economic benefits to those dependent
on this fishery for their lively hood should be important consideration if a fishery could be executed
without imposing a substantial risk to the health of a resource that appears healthy and increasing in bio
mass.
Thank you for your time in reading my comments and consideration of this proposal.
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Scott Campbell Sr, Owner/Manager
F/V Seabrooke
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December 21, 2016

ATTN: BOF Comments
Boards Support Section
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

BOARDS

RE: Opposition to Changes in the Cape Igvak Management Plan

Dear Chairmnn Jensen and Board Members:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on proposed changes to the Cape Igvak Management Plan.
Before limited entry Kodiak and Chignik fishermen developed the Cape lgvak commercial salmon fishery
as an important component to their respective fisheries. The Cape lgvak fishery continued to develop and
expand after 1973 when fishermen were limited to a single registration area. In 1978, the Board of
Fisheries established the Cape lgvak Management Plan, which balanced equity between Kodiak and
Chignik fishermen by limiting Kodiak's Cape Igvak catches to 15% of the total Chignik sockeye salmon
catch. It also insured that Chignik area fishennen harvest a minimum of 600,000 sockeye salmon before
the Cape lgvak fishery opens.

The 36 year average allocation of Kodiak fishermen under the Cape Igvak Management Plan has been
12% ofthe total Chignik area sockeye salmon catch and the catch of Chignik bound sockeye by Kodiak
fishennen at Cape lgvak has been less than the 15% allocation in 27 of the 36 years the plan has been in
place. The Chignik biological escapement goals have been met throughout the time that the plan has been
----in-plaae-and-there-fore-the-plan-dois-not-threaten-Ghignik-aFea-bielegiea\-eseapement-goals.1'he-·- ------------- -·
characteristics and number ofparticipants in the fishery has not changed and furthermore Chignik
fishermen continue to have larger average salmon fishirig earnings than Kodiak fishermen in addition to
substantially higher permit values. Moreover both Kodiak and Chignik fishennen continue to enjoy the
same alternative fishery resources. Fishermen from Kodiak's village communities are dependent on the
Cape lgvak fishery and a far larger percentage of Kodiak salmon pennit holders reside in the Kodiak area
and Alaska than do Chignik area salmon permit holders. Lastly, there are no biological, economic or
regulatory changes in circumstances that would justify changes to the Cape lgak Management Plan.
Therefore, I ask the Alaska Board of Fisheries not make changes to this plan by rejecting proposals 51-56.
Thank you for your consideration.

3449 East Rezanof Drive· Kodiak AK 99615 · Phone {907) 486-9872 • (800) 478-5721 · Fax (907) 486-4829

www.woodyisland.com
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To the Chairman and m

bers ~ of

ska Board of Fisheries,

I am Timothy Murphy, 4th generation Chignik fisherman (will there be a 5th?), and resident of
Chignik Lagoon. I am writing in my public comment as my job takes precedence over attending
the conference in person. I have sat before the board over the past several years in support of
proposals that would help create a stable economic condition whereas the Chignik salmon
market is concerned.
I would like to offer my support for proposal 51 , regarding a change in Cape Igvak regulation
that would create language directing ADFG to implement management that will take into
account survivability of the Chignik salmon fishery participants. As the proposer states, and it is
a fact, if you allow BY REGULATION, ADFG management to guarantee the Chignik seine fleet
the bare minimum harvest (300,000 for June and 300,000 more for July=600,000 total harvest)
you regulate the end users of this resource into unsurvivable economic conditions. The
fishermen of Chignik cannot survive on the numbers currently provided by the regulations, and
the numbers SHOULD be changed to reflect modern fishery and economic times.
In today's market conditions, short seasons, poor prices, and poor returns, this proposal being
passed is necessary if for nothing less than an insurance policy for the entire Chignik region.
As current Cape Igvak regulations stand, they are written with disregard to the terminal end users
in Chignik, the allocation goal of 15% may be exceeded, and as seen on 2 separate occasions
during the 2016 salmon season the Chignik Management Area was closed due to escapement and
during these CMA closures the Cape Igvak area was not only open, but extended. This shows
that the fishers in Chignik bear the sole burden of escapement, and are the ones that lose harvest
opportunity where escapement is concerned. These regulations only work on behalf of the
Kodiak seine fleet the word disregard is an understatement. Please remember, the sockeye
fishery in Chignik is all we really have as far as harvest opportunity, we have to piece together a
fisffing season in fafless time than ou{Koaiak counterpartnas ana they have far more systems
and areas that produce harvestable salmon resources.
The sockeye runs traveling to Chignik are almost exclusively the only economic opportunity we
have, no other species of salmon in the CMA has even the potential to provide harvest
opportunity of an economic value to sustain the Chignik seine fleet. In comparison, the Cape
Igvak intercept fishery is a bonus harvest opportunity granted to the Kodiak fleet. They have
pink salmon runs that dwarf the returns of pink salmon to the CMA, and even with the Cape
Igvak harvest removed from the equation Kodiak harvests more sockeye per year on average
than their Chignik counterpart.
I hope it is time for board action to strengthen economic conditions in regards to the Chignik
Sockeye fishery, to continue divvying up the small pie that this resource is will increasingly help
to eliminate those who are able to participate in this fishery (Me).
Thank you,
Timothy Murphy
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December, 23 2016
Mr Chairman and Members of the Board,
My name is Wesley Ashby I am a 4th generation Chignik resident. I am a single father
supporting my 8 year old daughter. My income contributes to assisting my parents who care
take my daughter during the fishing season and I also take care of my grandparents home
maintenance and subsistence and hunting needs as well as firewood. I am a 6th year skiff man
on a seiner in Chignik at the highest pay scale and I normally work for the city during the winter.
As of late due to lack of a fish processor in Chignik the city does not have tax revenue in order
to hire any one other than essential jobs. At this point the city is breaking up a single job
amongst multiple people and I am now working a 40 hour week one time a month, which is not
enough to even pay my rent. If I leave town to seek out work I either must leave my daughter
with someone, because if I take her with me it will jeopardize the schools existence; or take her
with me and pay for childcare while at any job that I do find as I have no family support
anywhere but Chignik. I support for proposals 51 through 56.

Wesley Ashby
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taY[vi7]Y_v[_sYv_rY[_ccr`_XWre[rq[5rZW_x[qWuaYvVYe[TeZYv[XaY[t_wY[qrs_x[o_e_rYVYeX[nc_e[a_u[UYYe[fgz[rq[XaY[XrX_c[taWreWx[_vY_[
ur`xY]Y[u_cVre[`_X`a[_eZ[XaY[`_X`a[rq[ur`xY]Y[U][5rZW_x[qWuaYvVYe[_X[t_wY[qrs_x[a_u[UYYe[cYuu[Xa_e[XaY[f}z[_ccr`_XWre[We[gu[rq[XaY[vi[
]Y_vu[XaY[wc_e[a_u[UYYe[We[wc_`YM[taY[taWreWx[UWrcrrW`_c[Yu`_wYVYeX[rr_cu[a_sY[UYYe[VYX[XavrTrarTX[XaY[XWVY[Xa_X[XaY[wc_e[a_u[UYYe[We[
wc_`Y[_eZ[XaYvYqrvY[XaY[wc_e[ZrYu[erX[XavY_XYe[taWreWx[_vY_[UWrcrrW`_c[Yu`_wYVYeX[rr_cuM[taY[`a_v_`XYvWuXW`u[_eZ[eTVUYv[rq[
w_vXW`Ww_eXu[We[XaY[qWuaYv][a_u[erX[`a_erYZ[_eZ[qTvXaYvVrvY[taWreWx[qWuaYvVYe[`reXWeTY[Xr[a_sY[c_vrYv[_sYv_rY[u_cVre[qWuaWer[Y_veWeru[
U][wYvVWX[arcZYv[Xa_e[5rZW_x[qWuaYvVYe[We[_ZZWXWre[Xr[uTUuX_eXW_cc][aWraYv[wYvVWX[s_cTYuM[orvYrsYv[UrXa[5rZW_x[_eZ[taWreWx[qWuaYvVYe[
`reXWeTY[Xr[Ye{r][XaY[u_VY[_cXYve_XWsY[qWuaYv][vYurTv`Yu[_eZ[XaY[UYeYqWXu[rq[UWrcrrW`_cc][`YeXYvYZ[qWuaYv][V_e_rYVYeX[_u[ZWvY`XYZ[We[XaY[
t_wY[qrs_x[o_e_rYVYeX[nc_eM[sWuaYvVYe[qvrV[5rZW_xyu[sWcc_rY[`rVVTeWXWYu[_vY[ZYwYeZYeX[re[XaY[t_wY[qrs_x[qWuaYv][_eZ[_[q_v[c_vrYv[
wYv`YeX_rY[rq[5rZW_x[u_cVre[wYvVWX[arcZYvu[vYuWZY[We[XaY[5rZW_x[_vY_[_eZ[pc_ux_[Xa_e[Zr[taWreWx[_vY_[u_cVre[wYvVWX[arcZYvuM[
pZZWXWre_cc][XaY[taWreWx[qWuaYv][a_u[XaY[cT|Tv][rq[UYWer[_UcY[Xr[uwvY_Z[WXyu[a_vsYuX[rTX[rsYv[_[uWreWqW`_eXc][uV_ccYv[eTVUYv[rq[wYvVWXuM[[qe[
vY`YeX[]Y_vu[taWreWx[a_u[rec][uYYe[YqqrvX[qvrV[UYXwYYe[}}[_eZ[ui[wYvVWXu[waWcY[XaY[5rZW_x[a_vsYuX[Wu[uwcWX[UYXwYYe[Tww_vZu[rq[f6j[
_`XWsY[wYvVWXu[|waWcY[_cVruX[v}j[wYvVWXu[`rTcZ[wruuWUc][UY[qWuaYZ}M[~_uXc][XaYvY[_vY[er[UWrcrrW`_c[Y`rerVW`[rv[vYrTc_Xrv][`a_erYu[We[
`Wv`TVuX_e`Yu[Xa_X[wrTcZ[{TuXWq][`a_erYu[Xr[XaY[t_wY[qrs_x[o_e_rYVYeX[nc_eM[taYvYqrvY[q[_ux[XaY[pc_ux_[\r_vZ[rq[sWuaYvWYu[erX[V_xY[
`a_erYu[Xr[XaWu[wc_e[U][vY{Y`XWer[wvrwru_cu[ }f7}iM
tTvvYeXc][uYWeY[VYua[uWY[Wu[vYuXvW`XYZ[Xr[XavYY[_eZ[reY[a_cq[We`a[uXvYX`aYZ[VY_uTvYM[[qe[5rZW_x[wY[_vY[rqXYe[qWuaWer[We[ua_ccrw[_vY_u[
We[uwrXu[waYvY[_e[We`vY_uY[We[eYX[ZYwXa[`rTcZ[Zv_V_XW`_cc][Z_V_rY[rY_v[_eZ[wTX[rTv[sYuuYcu[_eZ[`vYw[We[Z_erYvrTu[uWXT_XWreuM[[
pZZWXWre_cc][`a_erWer[ VYua[uWY[re[_[eYX[qrv[_[Xwr7wYYx[wYvWrZ[wrTcZ[UY[_[sYv][`ruXc][_eZ[XWVY[`reuTVWer[YeZY_srv[_eZ[`rTcZ[
wrXYeXW_cc][wc_`Y[_e[TeZTY[qWe_e`W_c[a_vZuaWw[re[qWuaYvVYeM[tTvvYeXc][wWXa[XavYY[_eZ[reY[a_cq[We`a[VYua[wY[_vY[_UcY[Xr[vYXTve[5Wer[
S_cVre[Xr[XaY[w_XYv[Te[a_vVYZ[ZTvWer[XaY[VreXa[rq[~TeYM[[pe[We`vY_uY[We[VYua[uWY[wWcc[rvY_Xc][We`vY_uY[XaY[eTVUYv[rq[qWua[Xa_X[_vY[
`_TraX[rv[rWccYZ[We[XaY[eYX[urVY[rq[XaYV[wrXYeXW_cc][uV_cc[5Wer[S_cVre[Xa_X[XaWu[vYrTc_XWre[wrTcZ[Xv][_eZ[wvrXY`X[Xa_X[`rTcZ[rXaYvwWuY[
UY[vYXTveYZ[u_qYc][Xr[XaY[w_XYvM[[q[TvrY[XaY[pc_ux_[\r_vZ[rq[sWuaYvWYu[Xr[vY{Y`X[wvrwru_c[ig.
pZZWXWre_cc][_u[_[`rVVYv`W_c[u_cVre[uYWeYv[q[wrTcZ[cWxY[Xr[uTwwrvX[wvrwru_c[ik[We[XaY[`vY_XWre[rq[_[uTUuWuXYe`Y[_vY_[eY_v[XaY[sWcc_rY[rq[
dTWexWY[Xr[YcWVWe_XY[XaY[wrXYeXW_c[qrv[`reqcW`X[rsYv[Xa_X[vYurTv`Y[Xa_X[Wu[YuuYeXW_c[Xr[XaY[vTv_c[`rVVTeWX][rq[dTWexWYM[[taY[_vY_[Xa_X[Wu

vYxTYuXYZ[Wu[erX[_[Xv_ZWXWre_c[_vY_[qrv[uYWeYvu[Xr[qWua[_eZ[_e][qWuaWer[Xa_X[wrTcZ[r``Tv[We[XaWu[_vY_[wrTcZ[UY[X_vrYXWer[XaY[qWua[WeXYeZYZ[Xr[UY
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Board of Fisheries Public Comment – Kodiak Meeting, January 10 – 13, 2017

From: Chuck McCallum; Fishery Advisor, Lake and Peninsula Borough
Subject: Supporting background information for Proposals 51 – 56 concerning the
Cape Igvak Management Plan.

In order to assist the Board and the public in understanding the intent of the
Board of Fisheries when originally instituting the Cape Igvak Management Plan in
1978 & 79 the documents on the following pages are respectfully submitted:
1) Board of Fisheries Finding #78-38-FB: Cape Igvak Management Plan for
1978 season through July 25.
2) Board of Fisheries Finding #78-40-FB: 1979 Cape Igvak Management Plan
3) Board of Fisheries Finding #80-62-FB: The Cape Igvak Management Plan.
4) Transcripts from the Meetings of the Board of Fisheries (December 1977
and April 1978)
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ALASKA BOARD OF r'ISHEIUES
CAP!~ IGVAK FISHERY UANAGEUENT PLAN FOR 1978 SEASON l'HROUGH JULY 25
-178-,38-FB

The Board of Fisheries has adopted a new policy on the Cape Igvak sockeye !nterceptian
N.shery. The following conditions will be adhered to in the management of' this fishery.
· A.

UAXIMUM AILOWABLE CATCH

The overall percentage of sockeye catch at Cape Igvak will not . exceed.

15% of the Chignik sockeye catch through July 25.

B.

OPENING DATES
I.

If the Chignik sockeye harvest forecast for both runs combined is less than 600,000
then no fishery will occur at Cape Igvak until such a time when a harvest of this
magnitude at Chignik can reasonably be assured.

II~

If . the Chignik sockcye harvest forecast for both runs combined is greater than
600,000 then the opening date could be as early as June 9. It will be based on
escapement through the Chignik weir, estimated number of fish in Chignik Lagoon and
projected early run harvest .

....._. GUIDELINE FISHING DAYS
(~

I....:...

I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

w
{
../

June 9 to June lJ:
as near as possible.

(Provided that there is an opening at Cape Igvak.)
:
Fishing time will be day-for-day equal fishing time with Chignik

June 14 to June 21: If the early run harvest forecast is above 400~000 and it the
actual run appears to be sufficiently strong, fishing time will be one or mre days
at Cape Igvak for every day at Chignik. On an early run harvest .r-orecast of l.ess
than 400,000, fishing time may be on a day~for-day basis as near as possible.
June 22 to June 25:
near as possible.

1''ishing time may be day-for-day equal time nth Chignik as

June 26 to July 9: No fishery will occur at Cape Igvak during this early and late
run overlap period.
July 10 to July lJ:
as possible.

Fishing time may be day-for-day equal time with Chignik as near

VI.

July 14 to July 21: If the late run harvest forecast :ts above 250.,.000 and if the
actual run appears to be sufficiently strong, fishing time will be one or more days
at Cape Igvak for every day at Chignik. On a late run harvest f"orecast of> less
than 250,000, fishing time may be on a day-for-day basis as near as possible.

'T"[I.

After July 21: Fishing time may be day-for-day equal time with Chignik as near as
possible. Later in July the fishery may be restricted further if pink and chum
interception becomes too excessive.

-over

_,_
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At least a one day notice will be given prior to an opening unless it is an
extension of a fishery in progress.
D.

FISHING HOURS

I.
II.
E.

One day periods:

6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.. m.

Two or more consecutive days: Continuous fishing· f"rom 6:00 a.m. on
opening day through 9:00 p.m. on the closing day ot the- fishing period.

CONTINGENCY PLANS

The Department will follow the above plan as near as possible. The dates given
in this management plan are based on average run perf"ormance. Adjustments of
certain dates and figures may be made if it is determined that. nm timing and.
strength appear to differ substantially.
·
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ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
1979 CAPE IGVAK MANAGEMENT PLAN

oJ~u

sµ, ~(.),

(pt-'FO ,t.Z.a.,.~
~ 1'o/...V

On years when the harvestable surplus for both runs of Chignik sockeye salmon
is expected to be less than 600,000 fish there will be no fishery allowed at
Cape Igvak until such a time when a harvest of this magnitude at Chignik can
reasonably be assured. The 1979 forecast is for a harvestable surplus of
approximately 500,000 early run and 950,000 late run fish and a fishery at
Cape Igvak is therefore expected in 1979. However, should the actual runs
fail to develop as predicted the Cape Igvak fishery will be curtailed in order
to allow the minimum catch of 600,000 sockeye within the Chignik area if there
are that many fish available surplus to the escaoement.
In view of the large forecast for 1979 the Deoartment of Fish and Game will
manage the fishery in such a manner whereby the number of sockeye salmon taken
in the Cape Igvak fishery will apnroach as near as possible 15 percent of the
total Chignik sockeye catch. The total Chignik sockeye catch is considered to
be those sockeye salmon caught within the Chignik Management Area plus 80 per
cent of the sockeye salmon caught in the South Peninsula area between McGinty
Point and Kupreanof Point plus 80 percent of the sockeye salmon caught in the
Cape Igvak section of the Kodiak area. This allocation method will be in effect
through July 25. The percentage at any time prior to July 25 may fluctuate
above and below this figure. The first fishing period of the season at Cape
Igvak will not occur ~rior to the first fishing period at Chignik. After July 25
fishing in the Cape Igvak section may be allowed on the basis of local stocks or
specifically for sockeye salmon if the late run sockeye escapement has reached
200,000.
During tlie period of aporoximately June 26 to July 9 when the strength of the
late sockeye run is not yet known, and when the percentage of Black Lake and
Chignik Lake fish traveling through the Cape Igvak fishery is not known, very
little fishing time, if any, will be allowed at Care Igvak.
Fishing hours wi 11 be as announced by emergency order. At 1east one dav notice
will be given orior to an opening unless it is an extension of a fishery in
progress.
ADOPTED:
VOTE:

-

7/0

Juneau, Alaska
December 9, 1978
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AIASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES

w

THE CAPE IGVAK SAIM)N

MANAGEMENI'

PU\N

On years when a harvestable surplus (the number of fish the Depart:rrent deter
mines not to be necessary for escaparent) beyond the escaparent goals for the
first (Black Lake) and Se(X)nd (Chignik Lake) runs of Chignik River sockeye
sal.non is expected to be less than 600,000 there will be no ccmrercial salnon
fishery allowed in the Cape Igvak section mtil a harvest of 300,000 sockeye
sal.non in the Chignik area is achieved. After July 8, and after at least
300,000 sockeye salnon have been harvested in the Chignik area, the Depart
ment will manage the fishery so that the number of sockeye salnon harvested
in the Chignik area will approach as near as possible 600,000 or rrore and the
harvest in the Cape Igvak section will approach as nearly as possible 15 per
cent of the total Chignik sockeye salnon catch.
On years when a harvestable surplus beyond escaparent goals for the first and
Se(X)nd runs of Chignik River sockeye salm:m. is expected to be rrore than
600,000 but if the first r'l.ll1 fails to develop as predicted and it is deter
mined that a total sockeye salrron harvest in the Chignik area of 600,000 or
rrore may not be achieved, the Cape Igvak section ccmnercial salrron fishery
will be curtailed in order to allow at least a rninirm.1m harvest in the Chignik
area of 300,000 sockeye salnon by July 9 if that number of fish are determined
to be surplus to the escapement goals of the Chignik River system. After
July 8, and after at least 300,000 sockeye salrron have been harvested in the
Chignik area, the Department will manage the fishery so that the number of
sockeye salrron harvested in the Chignik area will approach as nearly as
possible 600,000 or rrore and the harvest in the Cape Igvak section will approach
as nearly as possible 15 percent of the total Chignik sockeye salrron catch.
On years when a harvestable surplus beyond the escaparent goals for the first
and second r'l.lllS of Chignik River sockeye salnon is expected to be rrore than
600,000 and the Depart::rrent detennins the rtlllS are as strong as expected, the
Department will manage the fishery in such a manner so that the number of
sockeye salnon taken in the Cape Igvak section will approach as nearly as
possible 15 percent of the total Chignik sockeye sal..rron catch.

The total Chignik sockeye salrron catch is canposed of those sockeye salrron
caught within the Chignik area plus 80 percent of the sockeye salnon caught
in the East Stepovak, West Stepovak, Balboa Bay, and Beaver Bay sections plus
80 percent of the sockeye salrron caught in the Cape Igvak section. The har
vest in the Cape Igvak section at any ti.Ire prior to July 25 may fluctuate
above or below 15 percent of the cumulative Chignik sockeye salrron catch.
This allocation irethod will be in effect through July 25. The first fishing
period of the canmercial salrron fishing season in the Cape Igvak section will
not occur prior to the first fishing period of the ccmrercial salnon fishing
season in the Chignik area. After July 25 each year, ccmrercial salrron fish
ing in the Cape Igvak section may be allowed on local Kodiak area stocks or
specifically for Chignik River system sockeye salrron if the second r'l.ll1
escapement has reached 200,000.

aat

During the period fran approximately June 26 to July 9, the strength of the
second r'l.ll1 of Chignik River system sockeye salnon cannot be evaluated. In
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order to prevent overharvest of the second run, the ccmrercial fishing in
the Cape Igvak section will be disallowed or severely restricted during this
period.
The Department shall announce carrrercial sal.non fishing periods by erergency
order. The Department shall give at least one day's notice prior to the
opening of a ccmrercial sal.non fishing period unless it is an extension of
a fishing period in progress.

AOOPI'ED:
\U.l'E:

January 5, 1980
Anchorage, Alaska

7/0
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Selected Board of Fisheries Transcripts
on the Cape Igvak Interception Fishery
Meetings of December 1977 and April 1978

January 1999

Transcribed and Submitted
by Chignik Seiners Association
Box 46, Chignik Bay, Alaska 99564
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Boris argues that the Cape Igvak interception fishery is not historical and points out
that a recent tagging study suggests that Chignik sockeye are being caught on the South
end of Kodiak Island.
Ray points out that the Board’s unanimous vote to close the non-historical Igvak
interception Fishery in 1970 was foiled by a court injunction on a technicality.

Tom argues for the fairness of an economic allocation from Chignik to Kodiak based on
Chignik’s relative wealth as compared to Kodiak.

The Chair appoints a committee whose goal it is to ‘resolve’ the Cape Igvak issue that evening.
Gordon Jensen is appointed Chairman of the committee and Nick Szabo says that he will be
attending. The next morning Chairman, Nick Szabo, reports that while the committee discussed
several options that the committee had failed to reach an agreement. Chairman, Nick Szabo,
asks if anyone would like to make a motion to “adopt any particular concept”. An unidentified
Board member makes a motion to “adopt this concept”, but fails to be specific about which
concept he means, prompting Nick Szabo to ask if he is talking about option three specifying the
15% allocation. The Board member agrees. After a brief discussion during which one Board
member expresses his opinion that he thought that the allocation was going to be 10% the
motion goes to the vote. The Board votes four in favor two opposed and one absent to approve
the concept and instructs staff to work on the details of the plan for discussion at the next
meeting in the spring.

Jim Beaton expresses the belief that a 600,000 guaranteed sockeye harvest in Chignik would
provide a strong economic base. ‘Jimmy’ Huntington states that he feels that the 600,000
guarantee is not enough and shows a one sided picture.
Jim Beaton states that Kodiak people feel that Chignik is getting too rich and that they want a
piece of the action. Jim Beaton is very sympathetic with the sacrifice that Chignik fishermen
have gone through to build up the run but he says that other people have short memories about
this. Jim Beaton concurs with Gordon Jensen and Calvin Fair in the opinion that the Kodiak
fishermen’s attitude toward sharing of the salmon resource is a one way street and that Kodiak
fishermen wouldn’t want to share if they were in Chignik’s position. Jim Beaton says that
while Kodiak has some good runs that they aren’t seen as having a bonanza like some see
Chignik having. Jim Beaton suggests that the difference between Kodiak income and Chignik
income is great enough to trigger a limited entry problem that could result in the state giving or
selling more Chignik permits that could expand the Chignik fleet to 150. He states that it is in
Chigniks long term interest to give up this allocation now rather than end up with half later.
Jim Beaton states that the Kodiak people have found a way to use the Board to get a piece of
the Chignik action but hopefully a small portion and that if it gets out of hand he is willing to
take a hard look at doing away with Igvak in the future. After having voted 4/2 in support of
the concept of allocating 15% in December of 1977 the Board voted 6/0 at this meeting in April
of 1978 to approve the management plan.
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December 1977
Board of Fisheries
Public Testimony

Selected Transcription by CSA
From the Board Audio Tapes
Tapes # 35 & 36

Board members: Nick Szabo, Chairman - Kodiak , Jim Beaton - Juneau, Calvin Fair - Soldotna,
Jimmy Huntington - Galena, Gordon Jensen - Petersburg, Ted Duncan - Anchorage, Herman
Schroeder - Dillingham
TAPE 35 SIDE A
[376] Boris Kosbruk (Chignik): “Well, you have to realize that False Pass is somewhat of a
historical fishery and that this mainland district was first fished in ’64 and in effect get
[unintelligible] about 1968. And another interesting point was that, correct me if I’m wrong Jack,
but I think that there was a tagging program last summer in the west end of Kodiak. And uh, the
only reason I know about this is that I, I asked them to recover two of them, but I think there was
about twenty-seven recovered at Chignik. I heard somebody saying a few minutes ago that that was
local stock, but how come I got twenty-seven tags in Chignik? [384] They’re not only intercepting
our fish in Cape Igvak and the mainland district, but they’re also intercepting us in the West end of
Kodiak. So.
[432] Jim Beaton: “Yeah, you’re pretty well versed Boris. Either you or one of the staff could tell
us. They’re only tagging—supposed to be tagging studies we’ve had—we’ve only had one or so.
But if the best data you have, you know, can you make an estimate roughly of what percentage are
Chignik fish? Maybe Jack could answer that best. To have, you know, your best [?].”
Staff: “I think we’ve settled on eighty percent and this may be on the low end. It could be a lot
higher than that. We calculate how many Chignik fish were interceptors. We utilize 80% because
that’s what we can derive from the tagging studies that we did in 1968 and 1969.”
Nick Szabo, Chairman: “It’s more conclusive data then, than say when False Pass does
[unintelligible]. You’re pretty comfortable with that 80% figure, isn’t that right?”
Staff: “Well, the tagging studies that we did in 1969 are pretty conclusive. It was a good, good
tagging study and I think it was supported by the 1968 tagging study, and then we followed it in
1970 by using some scale analysis, certain [circulli] count relationships and on more of a biological
interpretation of the separation of the runs, and it completely supported the fact that they were
Chignik fish. We certainly would have liked to have done more. We had more places that we had to
put our money in other words, more higher priorities—or trying to get some answers in other
places.”
[450] Boris: ”Mr. Chairman, I’d also like to point out that, of course I mentioned it, that they started
in the Igvak area about 1964 and of course didn’t get [unintelligible] until 1968. However, they
started Kilokak rocks near Imuya Bay there, which is farther down our way, about five, six—six
years ago? So, you know, they’re really a new fishery and I think that they Board should really
look at that.
TAPE #35 Side B – Ray Anderson (Chignik)
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[363] And another thing – if you allocate, or whatever, a certain amount of fish to one group, you
open up a whole new ball game here. This is not a historical fishery. I’ll take it back to 1970 when
the Board met in Cordova. It was the Board’s desire at that time, they voted unanimously, to close
the Cape Igvak Fishery down until July 21st. Well, the Kodiak fishermen got an injunction against
the Fish & Game Board and the outcome was that – it wasn’t that they had closed the season down
that the judge was concerned about – it was the fact that it was improperly advertised. At that time I
think you had to have a proposal 60 days on paper before you can act on it. Well, anyway, the
judge said that it wasn’t legal so everybody went fishing. [379]
TAPE #36 Side A
Tom Casey (Kodiak)
[146] I personally wouldn’t be here today to ask you to risk the Chignik escapement to make the
Kodiak fishermen rich. I am here instead to ask that you to consider an allocation of fish that will
more evenly distribute the income from that valuable sockeye fishery over a greater number of
people.
I agree with Jim Huntingtons statement yesterday when he said that, felt that, fishery resources of
Alaska belong to everyone around the state and not just a few select people
I don’t think that public resources that belong to all Alaskans should be cashed in by a very few and
that’s what has happened in Chignik right now….
[221] I think the goal of this board should not be to preserve this one sided distribution of public
resource wealth but rather to build strong economies in Alaskas coastal towns this board should take
a lot more even handed sharing of that salmon wealth…
[238] …I think the least we can do is to share the income in a slightly more equitable basis rather than a four to one basis.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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December 1977
Board of Fisheries
Board Deliberations

Selected Transcription by CSA
From the Board Audio Tapes
Tape # 65

Board members: Nick Szabo, Chairman - Kodiak , Jim Beaton - Juneau, Calvin Fair - Soldotna,
Jimmy Huntington - Galena, Gordon Jensen - Petersburg, Ted Duncan - Anchorage, Herman
Schroeder - Dillingham
Tape #65 Side A - Board Deliberation on Cape Igvak Proposal
[087] I was going to appoint Gordon Jensen chairman of the “Chigivak” committee (laughter) and
uh if Gordon wishes there will be a room available up in the Ptarmagin room to have a Chigivak
committee meeting this evening
so what time would you like to meet with your committee?
Well, what time are you going to meet again?
Oh, I’m… well I thought we would probably…you know, if it was alright with you that we would
meet tonight on that Chigivak thing and see if we can resolve that tonight and then we will be
through with Westward area
OK lets met at seven then.
Ok the Chignivak committee is going to meet at seven in the Ptarmagin room…
[108] Meeting ends for the evening
Minutes begin next morning with the roll call
Beaton, Fair, Huntington, Jensen, Ted Duncan is absent (?), Schroeder, Szabo,
Nick Szabo: Please note that a quorum is present – call the meeting to order. Well the .. we only
have a couple of things remaining on the westward area. I don’t know if we made much progress
on the Chigivak thing last night or not but uh there was a suggestion made that if the Board could
agree on a concept on this Igvak thing it would give it to staff to work on and they could bring back
a final plan in the spring meeting. It’s a pretty complicated management scheme, as everybody is
probably aware by now. So, I don’t think we should spend a whole lot more time on this thing. I
think its been hashed and rehashed enough be if we can agree on what we want to do, whether we
want to leave it like it is or agree on some new management scheme or whatever why uh we can
adopt that and move on to other things and let the staff have some time to work out the fine points.
[138] So, last night the last thing we were talking about that option three with the minimum catch as
so forth and the 15% figure in there but we never had any, but we never took any, we never reached
any agreement on it so would any care to uh move that we adopt any particular concept on this
thing.
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I move we adopt this concept
Are you talking about the option three, 15% 600,000 minimum catch at Chignik?
Yes
OK
Staff will work on this
Any discussion
Yeah I thought it was 10%
Oh well uh ----- Jim do you have anything
Jim: that 15%, that’s an outer limit, is that the idea?
Yeah
That’s a top limit?
[170] Nick Szabo: Yeah, I think the idea is that on the weak years there would be no fishing at all
and on the good years, you know, there would be a little bit more I think that’s the idea is that …
they would pull back drastically on the weak years then on the bigger years you know they’ll you
will be able to share a little bit on things.
So what you are saying is that on a year like this coming year the chances of even getting 15% are
practically nil unless it’s a really big year, right?
Yeah.
Well - on years of less than 1.3 there won’t be any fishing at all.
Go ahead
Then 600,000 minimum catch is that locked into the concept also
Yeah
All those in favor of the concept raise your hand
One two three four [motion carried 4/2 (according to the tape log)]
All opposed
The concept is adopted
Ok Paul you’ve got something to do this winter
General laughter (189)
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Ok uh I might as well dispense with proposal 92
Mr. Chairman I’m going to prop 104, the herring …
Oh how about prop 92 let’s get rid of that while its fresh in our minds (laughter)
Ok #92
(200) Allow 30% of the forecast at Chignik harvest between June 14 and July 20 to be taken by
Kodiak fishermen at Cape Igvak and open the Cape Ivgak fishery on a day per day basis with
Chignik after July 20.
Move to adopt
Second
There has been a motion to adopt and a second to adopt prop 92
Is there any discussion?
All those in favor
Opposed
Motion fails
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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April 1978
Board of Fisheries
Board Deliberations

Selected Transcription by CSA
From the Board Audio Tapes
Tape # 51 & 52

Board members: Nick Szabo, Chairman - Kodiak , Jim Beaton - Juneau, Calvin Fair - Soldotna,
Jimmy Huntington - Galena, Gordon Jensen - Petersburg, Ted Duncan - Anchorage, Herman
Schroeder - Dillingham
Tape #51 Side A
[The Igvak Management Plan, having been approved in concept the previous December, is now
being discussed for final approval. The staff has done considerable work on draft management
plans but they have significant questions of the Board regarding their intent.] [As this transcription
starts, the discussion is surrounding what the attitude toward the 15% allocation is. A guarantee? A
target? Not to exceed? Are fishing periods set under certain conditions or are they guidelines so
that management has flexibility?]
[402] Staff: I don’t think there was any problem with the ‘not to exceed 15%’. It was whether we
were to allow the chips to fall where they may under these guidelines at anything under 15% or
whether we were to strap them and try to achieve that 15% if we could. That was the problem. You
see, as I recall there were some votes for anything from zero to five or ten and then what came up
was 15% - not to exceed 15% was what was filled into that slot. Now this is what I would like to
know.
Nick Szabo: Jim?
[414] Jim Beaton: Well, the whole figure of 15%, I always felt that … the whole redeeming
feature - I know I … talked this over with Jack, Arne and staff, you establish that there is a viable
economic need in Chignik and the village of Perryville for x amount of dollars, you know I mean to
keep this thing going and that the Kodiak people are in a sense encroaching – though they
developed this fishery over there and they are not encroaching on it – in all the other economic
factors built into it – why it appeared that this 600,000 was a figure that they had to have as a base
and by already guaranteeing them that I have to assume then that 15% figure is something that you
would shoot for – I don’t want to shake up the people in Chignik or anything – but I mean that they
have a double safety figure built in there in other words they are going to get them all if it’s a low
run so to speak and it isn’t, why the 15% would just be based just on excess and in that sense I can
see trying to shoot for the 15% rather than hold it down to you know 5% or something like that
because its going to be in excess they are already going to have a strong economic base before we
even shoot for that 15% figure if I if I follow this all correctly. Is that not correct? (428)
[428] Nick Szabo: Well Yeah I think that’s the way we --- you know, I looked at the thing to, was
that the … was that there would be no fishing at Cape Igvak on during these certain years where the
harvest wouldn’t provide at least 600,000 so they [Kodiak] were giving up fishing and in return they
were getting pretty much a goal of 15% but not to exceed that amount, you know. But I guess that’s
has to be clarified then you can just view this day for day thing as just guideline fishing periods and
that this would be what they [Kodiak] would expect you know how the fishing periods would go but
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that this wasn’t either a maximum or guaranteed minimum amount but that staff would be given the
flexibility to manage to get the 15% at Igvak as near as possible.[435]
Tape #51 Side A [457] JimHuntington- So, all we are ensuring in Chignik is 600,000?
Nick Szabo: Well, at least that much.
That’s all we’re (pause) but (pause) This is a kind of one sided picture, looks to me like.
Tape #51 Side B [151-165] Jim Beaton: “Let’s call it what it is. Kodiak people want it and they
think that Chignik is getting too rich and some people in the State also concur with that idea. You
know in the legislature and other places and we’re trying to look at this fairly and allocate the catch
recognizing that Chignik has went through all of these years of building up the runs and that they
should get the bulk of the investment of that run. I’m a really strong proponent of that if that they
are the ones that really suffered and built this thing up and these other people, we call them the
Petersburg Vikings in our country, but up in this country, Kodiak people have come up with a way
of trying to get a piece of that action on our value judgement they’re claiming that they’re going to
get some portion of it, but hopefully a small portion. If this thing gets out of hand then I think we’re
going to have to take a hard look at just doing away with Igvak in the future.”
[427] Jim Beaton: We have determined that 15% is what we think is a reasonable economic
allocation to the people of Kodiak. Now you got to keep in mind that the people of Kodiak have got
some good runs of their own over there but they don’t have the really bonanza type thing, at least in
some peoples mind, and I know that Boris will think well one good year doesn’t make a bonanza
thing and I recognize that but I mean that the people in Kodiak have got a good year coming up but
the catch per boat isn’t all that impressive and they are trying to spread a little bit of that effort over
to Cape Igvak…. [433]
Tape #51 Side B [553] Gordon Jensen: I think one of the things that sort of bothers people a little
bit is this business of sharing. I think sharing as far as some of these bigger (pause), like Kodiak
and some of these others, is a one way street. I think if they were in the position of having to share
with someone else, I am sure they would have the same argument. But I feel that the number we set
is the important thing and how they arrive at it isn’t that important.
Nick: Calvin?
Calvin: Mr. Chairman I agree with what Gordon Jensen just said.
Nick: Jim?
Tape #51 Side B [562] Jim Beaton: I concur with this thing about sharing and the monolithic
structure of Kodiak has always been a kind of specter over everyone but the thing about the 15%,
why I went for it in the first place, rather than just say “Chignik all the way boys and Kodiak can go
over there and play with there own fish” is that I think there all overtones to this whole thing like
the whole concept of limited entry and having 90 boats in an area that have a very lucrative fishery
and that fishery gets up to a point of being in the minds of the people of the state a real sweetheart
deal or whatever you want to call it, whether they sacrificed or not people have a very short memory
about the sacrifice and stuff, they just look at things and they are basically jealous. That’s life and
that’s just the way people are. But I think that if you don’t do certain things to compensate for this
such as this type of 15% allocation you are going to get into a realm of maybe they start allowing
more people into that fishery. Or Limited Entry might, the way it’s written it would re-negotiate
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and come up with either a lottery program or a buy-in program or something where they would
expand that fishery. That’s the way the law is written. They expand it to maybe 150 boats or
something. I think in the long haul, I think it’s in Chignik’s advantage to just give a little bit of a
percentage on this catch rather than get half of what they are getting…[576]
Tape #52 Side A [388] Chairman, Nick Szabo: There has been a motion and a second to approve
the plan with the changes indicated on the plan there. Is there any further discussion on the
approval of the Igvak plan. All in favor raise your hand.
A little clarification, are we still working on the two days guarantee?
Chairman: Yeah.
Ok.
Chairman: Ok. Opposed. Adopted unanimously.

